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This patriotic wreath was

one of two placed at the

foot of Sunoco’s seamen

statue during an event

sponsored by Sunoco 

and Sunoco Logistics 

on May 15. The wreath-

laying ceremony was complemented by the presentation of

replica Congressional Gold Medals to local CAP World War

II veterans. Photo courtesy of Kellie McGinn
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Board of Governors honors 

10-year member, ex-chairman

Retired U.S. Air Force Gen. John

Speigel, left, a Civil Air Patrol

Board of Governors member

since 2005 and its chairman from

2013 until earlier this year, was

honored for his service on the

board when he and his colleagues

convened this spring in Seattle.

The BoG members donated

$1,000 to the CAP Foundation’s

Challenge Grant program in Speigel’s honor. In addition, a brick 

bearing his name was placed in CAP’s Heritage Brick Park at National

Headquarters, as commemorated with a framed certificate he received

from his successor as BoG members personally chairman, Col. Jayson

Altieri. Photo by Susan Schneider, CAP National Headquarters

Cadets explore Washington as 

part of Civic Leadership Academy
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The two dozen high-achieving Civil Air Patrol cadets selected to 

participate in CAP’s Civic Leadership Academy in February visited a

number of high-profile destinations during their week in Washington, D.C.

One of their more memorable stops was at the offices of the U.S. Supreme

Court in the Justice Building, where they gathered for a photo with Scott

Harris, clerk of the court. Cadets from 16 wings participated in the

academy, held in conjunction with CAP’s Winter Command Council

meeting and Legislative Day on Capitol Hill. The academy helps instill

leadership qualities in participants by exposing them to a multitude of

leadership styles, and it offers an up-close look at the functions of the

three branches of government. Photo courtesy of Clerk of the Supreme Court
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The 2016-2020 Strategic Plan will start CAP

on a journey to a new and improved Civil Air

Patrol. Funding challenges, ineffective commu-

nications from top to bottom, aver-

sion to risk or change, status quo

stewardship and failures to develop

and place the right people in leader-

ship positions will be addressed.

This new vision will also place great

emphasis on CAP’s most important

resource — our members. The lat-

est technologies and equipment are

nothing unless placed in the hands

of skilled volunteers who conduct the missions,

provide the services, foster partnerships at the

community and federal levels and make the

impossible possible.

America can be proud of today’s Civil Air

Patrol and can rest assured that tomorrow’s

CAP will be better prepared, more responsive

and eager to be of service to America. We are

CAP strong!

For more information on CAP’s capabilities

and how you can partner with us, visit

www.gocivilairpatrol.com.

Semper Vigilans! 
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[  F r o m  Y o u r  N a t i o n a l  C o m m a n d e r  ]

eveloping vision is a

challenging task for most 

organizations; however, it’s

one of the most important

principles in keeping a busi-

ness relevant and appealing to customers. Civil

Air Patrol is no different. Its business is serving

America, and its customers are communities,

state and federal partners and, of course, the 

U.S. Air Force.

Vision includes both an outward focus on

customers and an inward focus on members

who deliver CAP’s cost-effective service around

the clock. This vision is encapsulated in CAP’s

strategic plan.

CAP is actively developing its fifth iteration

of the Civil Air Patrol Strategic Plan, to be

released Jan. 1, 2016. This plan will be like no

other strategy produced before, challenging

members across America to explore possibilities

five years into the future. In addition to input

from senior Air Force and CAP leaders, the

plan will also include ideas from the organiza-

tion’s 58,000 members. This grassroots

approach to planning highlights the innovation

and talent within CAP’s membership, from the

youngest cadet to the most seasoned adult

member.

D
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APG Aviation
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adet scholarships to attend activi-

ties and flight training; inspiration to

pursue Science, Technology, Engineer-

ing and Math (STEM) careers; and

member professional development are

among the core-mission Civil Air Patrol programs that

benefit from funding provided by the CAP Foundation.

The foundation’s Cadet Programs emphasis is on

scholarships. Many cadets cannot afford to participate in

CAP’s more than 30 summer activities, and the scholar-

ships are helping ensure no cadet is denied the opportu-

nity to attend because of financial need.

The CAP Foundation also supports cadet flight train-

ing programs. While CAP has funds available to subsi-

dize programs that train cadets up to the point of solo

flight, participants must still pay $800 plus transporta-

tion costs, and this is beyond many cadets’ means.

The foundation has prioritized support of CAP’s pow-

ered flight academies program, in part, because of a

shortage of pilots in commercial aviation. A private pilot

certificate costs approximately $7,500, which is beyond

the reach of most cadets. Those who received partial

training toward a pilot certificate in the past are no longer

forced to abandon this goal, thanks to the foundation.

Foundation funds provided to the STEM program

also help ensure the viability and growth of CAP’s focus

on this important national initiative. STEM-related edu-

cational materials developed by CAP’s Aerospace Educa-

tion program are provided to schools, communities and

CAP members across the nation free of charge. Students

are motivated by the STEM program’s exciting, hands-on

opportunities to fly model rockets and remote controlled

aircraft, take trips to Air Force bases and flight museums,

build model airplanes and even take orientation rides in

CAP aircraft.

Support for air and ground team professional develop-

ment also comes from the foundation. CAP’s Emergency

[  F r o m  t h e  C h i e f  O p e r a t i n g  O f f i c e r  ]

C
Services mission is primarily funded by Congress and is

subject to the same budget constraints as those affecting

other organizations. The foundation supplements the

funding, which helps ensure members’ emergency service

skills are always of the highest quality.

The foundation aggressively pursues its mission and

role as the chief advocate for support of programs that

cannot be funded with appropriated funds. One example

of this is found in the Cadet Flight Scholarship Chal-

lenge. In December the CAP Board of Directors issued a

challenge to raise $25,000 to be matched with founda-

tion funds to provide full funding for the top graduates

of CAP’s powered flight academies to obtain their private

pilot’s certificates. While the goal was $50,000, the gen-

erosity of numerous groups allowed the challenge to

exceed this goal and make available additional funding

for deserving cadets.

More information about the foundation and its pro-

grams can be found at www.capfoundation.com or by

calling Dr. Skip Dotherow, executive director of the

foundation, at 334-953-7748, ext. 225.

Civil Air Patrol’s cadet, STEM and emergency services programs

all benefit from CAP Foundation funding. 

Building a foundation for the future



Ready, set,

EARTHQUAKE! 
But are we ready? 

Civil Air Patrol is determined to be.

In May, CAP participated in a large-scale earthquake

exercise to gauge its response if the “big one” swept away

the ground beneath our feet.

Every year, CAP tests its skills in responding to major

disasters — scenarios that in the past have included hur-

ricane and tsunami simulations. This is accomplished via

a large-scale mock trial dubbed Ardent Sentry, an exer-

cise conducted by NORTHCOM, the U.S. Northern

Command. Established in 2002, NORTHCOM consol-

idates homeland defense efforts under a single unified

command. It was NORTHCOM, for example, that

oversaw the 2010 response to an actual disaster, the Gulf

oil spill — CAP’s longest mission (six months) since

World War II.

This year’s exercise took CAP in some new directions.

First was the location. NORTHCOM chose southern

California along its San Andreas Fault, an area known for

seismic activity, making a major earthquake there a real

possibility. Second was the first real-world testing of

some new aerial photography technology.

Focus on aerial photography

“CAP’s most rapidly growing niche in disaster

response is our ability to provide airborne imagery for

situational awareness,” said Col. Jim Rushing, CAP’s

commander for the Ardent Sentry exercise.

The organization’s low-and-slow planes allow onboard

photographers to take multiple GPS-coded photographs

from multiple angles, which then can be threaded

together to give panoramic images showing what has

happened on the ground.

The photos allow the Federal Emergency Manage-

ment Agency and other agencies to triage multiple prob-

lems and send in appropriate ground help. “FEMA is

very dependent on our ability to provide them with this

information,” Rushing said.

The 2015 Ardent Sentry exercise marked the debut 

of a new kind of camera for aerial photography.

Col. Jon Stokes, commander of CAP’s California

Wing and public information officer for the exercise,

explained: “Previously, all of CAP’s aerial photographs

were taken by cameras held by a photographer inside 

one of our planes. Now, new technology has provided 

us with an additional capability, using a camera that is

mounted to the airplane struts and operated by CAP 

personnel inside the aircraft.”

Photos from this new type of camera can also be

threaded together to provide an extensive view of the ter-

rain overflown, including directly underneath the air-

craft. This was not possible using a handheld camera

inside the plane.

“It’s all off-the-shelf technology from Garmin,” 

Stokes said. The California Wing led the way in working

with the company to adapt its camera specifically for

CAP’s needs.

“After months of testing in a controlled environment,

the Ardent Sentry exercise provided us with our first real

CAP would happen!CAP would happen!
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What would happen if the earth shifted?

By Kristi Carr



operational test,” Stokes said.

Part of the setup is an intervalometer, which allows

the camera operator to tell the camera how much time to

take between photos — usually just a few seconds. This

provides the ability to set the correct overlap for thread-

ing the photos, depending on the altitude flown.

Though the photo files’ large size is one of the chal-

lenges, “the new technology worked great,” Stokes said.

“The level of overlap in the photos provided a seamless

‘stitching’ of the photos into a continuous image.

“It’s important for CAP to keep pushing the envelope

for the sake of customers like FEMA,” he said. “Many

times, they don’t even know what they want until we can

show it to them.”

The new camera technology adds to CAP’s current

capabilities, which include handheld cameras and GIIEP

(Geospatial Information Interoperability Exploitation

Portable) go-kits, which depend on cellular technology

for transmission.

The 2015 scenario

Though planning for this year’s Ardent Sentry exercise

went on for the better part of a year, details were closely

held, with specifics known in advance by only three 

CAP volunteers.

One of those, of course, was Rushing, who said,

“Keeping our plans close held was important so our

responders would be forced to react as if the various

crises that could be expected during a major earthquake

were actually happening.”

Maj. Richard Ouellette, the Pacific Region’s deputy

chief of staff for operations and part of the area com-

mand team for Ardent Sentry, agreed. “We wanted to

simulate as near as possible the real environment which

would occur without warning and require a quick

response,” Ouellette said. “Awareness of potential quake

damage and the resulting conditions, including the
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This example of a new breed

of aerial photography cameras

is attached to the strut of one

of CAP’s planes. Operation of

the camera is accomplished

from inside the aircraft by a

CAP member trained in aerial

photography.

California’s Interstate 15 is intact here, but a real earthquake

could damage this major highway, creating an impediment 

to emergency responders on the ground. CAP’s aerial

photographs can pinpoint the damage, allowing government

agencies to send in the necessary workers to repair it.



impact to our own

personnel and

assets, calls for a

high level of plan-

ning and coopera-

tion between

CAP’s Pacific

Region, its neigh-

boring wings and

other response

agencies.”

Other agencies

involved included

FEMA, the Cali-

fornia Office of

Emergency Serv-

ices and the U.S.

Army Corps of

Engineers. Lt. Col.

Mitch Richman,

the Pacific Region’s

director of emergency services and the third member of the

planning team, participated in many of the meetings to

develop the exercise scenario and the contacts CAP would

need both during the exercise and in the event of an 

actual earthquake.

Ardent Sentry 2015 started on a May Monday with

a call to CAP members that a 7.8 magnitude earth-

quake had devastated the greater Los Angeles area.

Not only did that mean all Southern California

aircraft and airports were deemed unusable, but

it also meant CAP members and assets in the

affected zone would be unable to respond, and

the organization would need to look to its

volunteers in other parts of California and

adjacent wings for help.

Most CAP wings have advance agree-

ments in place with their state govern-

ments to respond in the event of

earthquakes and other disasters in

order to assist with initial disaster

assessments and gather informa-

First Lt. John Heldt of the California Wing uses a

handheld camera to take aerial photos of mock 

damage as part of the 2015 Ardent Sentry 

earthquake exercise in Southern California. 

Photo by Capt. Joshua Edwards, California Wing
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Some
Earthquake
Facts

Earth continually shifts as 

its tectonic plates lift or drop,

sliding over one another. The

tectonic plates can get stuck at

their edges due to friction, and

when stress on the edge overcomes

the friction, an earthquake is the

result, releasing energy in waves that

travel through the Earth’s crust and

cause the shaking we feel.

California is the meeting place for two plates

— the Pacific plate and the North American

plate. More specifically, they converge at the

San Andreas Fault, which is more than 650 miles

long and extends to depths of at least 10 miles.

Numerous other faults also exist in California, many

feeding into the San Andreas.

The Pacific plate pushes northwestward past the North

American plate at a rate of about 2 inches every year.

Segments of the San Andreas Fault system adapt with

several tiny shocks and a few moderate earth tremors. In

other areas, however, where this creep is not constant, strain

can build up for hundreds of years, producing significant

earthquakes when the stress finally releases.

The U.S. Geological Survey keeps track of seismic activity in the

U.S. and around the world. The states with the fewest earthquakes

are North Dakota and Florida; those with the most are Alaska and

California. Since 1900, Alaska experienced the U.S.’s biggest

earthquake, with a magnitude of 9.2, on March 28, 1964. But the more

populous California has a history of the most devastation caused by

earthquakes in this country.

While earthquakes can be killers, America’s stringent building codes help

maintain the integrity of affected structures. But the infrastructure — such things

as roads, cell towers and gas lines — is more delicate. 

Much of the information presented here was obtained from the U.S. Geological

Survey website, usgs.gov.



tion for governors who might be requesting a Presiden-

tial Disaster Declaration.

Ouellette cited CAP’s contributions in the event of a

major earthquake as photos and other forms of damage

assessment, communication support, light transportation

and search and rescue. While the Ardent Sentry exercise

involved only the California and Nevada wings, should

an actual disaster occur CAP would task its regional and

national structure as well.

Results on the fly

Operating from a mission base established in northern

Los Angeles County, CAP sent out planes from White-

man Airport in Pacoima to document the damage in the

scenario. Poor visibility grounded aircraft at first while

also making aerial images impossible, but eventually

CAP took to the air to fly over Interstate 15, the major

artery between Southern California and Las Vegas, as

well as the I-10 and I-210 corridors.

The photos were important in determining if these

major highways were available to bring in urgently

needed supplies after the quake. CAP was also tasked to

take photos along the San Andreas Fault to provide valu-

able information to the U.S. Geological Survey, as well as

photos of the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. In

addition, CAP provided damage assessment imagery of a

number of dams and reservoirs in the affected area.

“This exercise helped us establish valuable contacts in

the agencies we would have to deal with in a real world

event,” Rushing said. “The challenge is to maintain those

contacts as people in the various agencies change jobs.”

Had this been the real deal, the exercise bolstered

Rushing’s confidence that CAP could perform: “Besides

CAP’s hard assets of 550 reconnaissance and transporta-

tion aircraft and close to a thousand vehicles,” he said,

“we have almost 58,000 highly trained, dedicated and

motivated volunteers across the nation that we can count

on in times of a national emergency. They have proven

themselves many times over the years, from World War

II to the Gulf Oil spill, and in this most recent Ardent

Sentry exercise.”

Stokes talked up the importance of exercises like

Ardent Sentry. “They give us the chance to practice and

to perfect our responses but, even more importantly, they

are a time when we can make mistakes in a controlled

environment so we can learn from them and correct

them for the future,” he said. 

Looking ahead

Efforts are continuing to keep CAP sharp in its

response capabilities for earthquakes.

“Earthquakes are a real concern not only in California

but also in several other areas throughout the Pacific

Region,” Ouellette said. “Our aircrews, ground teams

and emergency operations personnel are already profes-

sionally trained and fully qualified in the same National

Incident Management System training that federal, state

and local officials require, but it’s important we have

practice with earthquake response in case the real thing

happens on our watch.”

The Pacific Region has already participated in numer-

ous earthquake response exercises. The Oregon Wing

participated in Cascadia Peril, a Multnomah County

(Portland) quake response exercise, in 2010, and CAP

wings in Alaska, California and Hawaii have had similar

exercises. But none of these has been on the scale of

Ardent Sentry last year or this year or the one already

being planned for 2016.”

“What most people don’t realize is the potential along

the Washington and Oregon coasts for an earthquake

and tsunami similar to what devastated Japan in 2011,”

Ouellette said.

Ardent Sentry 2016 will be based on just such a

quake, better than a 9.0 magnitude, with a tsunami on

the Cascadia Subduction Zone. Also referred to as the

Cascadia fault, the zone is a convergent plate boundary

stretching from northern Vancouver Island to northern

California. Initial plans call for a simulation that will

affect this entire area; while coastlines would expect the

worst damage, inland eastward to the Cascade Moun-

tains would also suffer.

“History has shown these catastrophic quakes 

happen every 300 to 500 years,” Ouellette said. “And 

we’re due.” 
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Former Spaatz Cadet Leads 
NASA’s Human Space Flight

Programs in Russia

By Mitzi Palmer



5,500 miles east of Civil

Air Patrol National

Headquarters in Alabama, Sean Fuller spends his days

working at the forefront of NASA operations in Russia

that support human space flight.

“I never really thought I would be here,” said the

Texas Wing member, who recently moved his family to

Moscow to fully transition to his new position as director

of NASA’s Human Space Flight Programs — Russia.

“Each day provides new and interesting challenges

and I am truly enjoying the experience,” he explained.

“Some days I’m in my office in various meetings prepar-

ing for upcoming Soyuz launches and landings, some

days I’m in the mission control center discussing current

and near future ISS operations, some days I’m monitor-

ing crew training or participating in the meetings that

verify crew readiness for launch, and other days I am

either wishing the crew off at launch or welcoming them

home after a landing.”

Fuller, who has been an invaluable part of the Inter-

national Space Station for many years, is responsible for

astronaut crew training, technical and programmatic

integration between NASA and the Russian Space

Agency and crew launch and return operations in 

Kazakhstan. He also manages the liaisons operating at

Mission Control Center-M and NASA, the European

Space Agency, the Japanese Space Agency and the Cana-

dian Space Agency.

“I work with great people working on a superb project

that is for the benefit of mankind,” Fuller said. “I am

very fortunate to have wonderful colleagues from NASA,

Russia, the European Space Agency, Japan and Canada.

“Working with these professionals on such a large,

multinational program that is advancing mankind’s reach

into space is truly a highlight.”

Young CAP Cadet to Spaatz Recipient

From a very young age, Fuller knew he wanted to

work in the aerospace field.

“Perhaps that comes from my father’s role in the Mis-

souri Air National Guard and growing up around air-

planes,” he said. “Having this goal early on — since early

elementary school — helped me focus on the target.”

Later on, Fuller’s father read an article about CAP in

the local newspaper. That led the two to an informa-

tional meeting about the organization.

“There, I realized the benefits of CAP both to me 

personally and also the benefit that CAP has for our

community and country,” he said. “It gave me the

chance to get involved with my career at a young age.”

Fuller joined CAP in January 1988 as a member of

River City Composite Squadron in St. Louis. A later move

brought him to the Florida Wing’s Daytona Beach 

Composite Squadron. A major, he’s now a member of

Ellington Composite Squadron in Texas, though his

recent move to Moscow has lessened his involvement in

cadet activities.

“As a cadet, I attended several encampments and 

special activities, including Blue Beret, IACE (the 

International Air Cadet Exhange) and COS (Cadet Offi-

cer School), and was invited back as the commandant of

cadets for COS. I also partcipated in numerous search

and rescue missions in roles from ground team to aircrew

and mission staff,” he recalled. “I have met numerous
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During the landing of Soyuz 38S in Kazakhstan on Sept. 11,

2014, Maj. Sean Fuller, director of NASA’s Human Space Flight

Programs — Russia, is on the ground surveying the process.

Photo by Bill Ingalls, NASA’s chief photographer

Opposite: Fuller stands on the launch pad of Soyuz 4S in

Baikonur, Kazakhstan.



wonderful CAP personnel in each 

of these different areas and enjoyed

participating in activities and 

search and rescue missions at 

each location.”

One of Fuller’s most memorable

activities in CAP occurred just a few

days after he joined the Daytona

Beach squadron, when Hurricane

Andrew struck the Miami area in

August 1992.

“I was on one of the first ground

teams into the area,” he said. “With

so much destruction, it was quite a

sight to behold. I was glad we could

be there to help out.”

Fuller took full advantage of the

opportunities in CAP and pro-

gressed through the ranks, ulti-

mately achieving the organization’s

top cadet honor, the Gen. Carl A.

Spaatz Award, in 1991.

Laying a Foundation at NASA

Fuller graduated magna cum

laude from Embry-Riddle Aeronau-

tical University with a bachelor’s

degree in engineering physics in

1996. Before graduation, he secured

a position at the United Space

Alliance in Houston working on

NASA’s International Space Station

program as an operations planner.

Once at Johnson Space Center in

Houston, he quickly became involved

with NASA’s Shuttle-Mir Program

— a collaborative program between

Russia and the U.S. in the 1990s —

working closely with the Russian

planning team at the Mir Mission

Control Center outside Moscow.

After leading the NASA planning

team, he transitioned to working

closely with NASA’s Russian partner

preparing for launch of the first 
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Fuller, right, is pictured with NASA

Interpreter Evgeny Soko and NASA

Deputy International Space Station

Program Manager Joel Montalbano at

the Soyuz 38S landing site near the town

of Zhezkazgan, Kazakhstan on Sept. 11,

2014. Expedition 40 Commander Steve

Swanson of NASA and Flight Engineers

Alexander Skvortsov and Oleg Artemyev

of Roscosmos (the Russian Space

Agency) spent more than five months

aboard the ISS as members of the

Expedition 39 and 40 crews.

Photo by Bill Ingalls, NASA chief photographer



Office. He oversees the teams

responsible for ISS program require-

ments, development and planning as

well as execution, focusing on safe

and efficient space station opera-

tions to support maximum use of

the world-class research facilities.

A Strong Space Relationship

This summer will mark 40 years

since the Apollo-Soyuz Test Project

— the historic mission, highlighted

by the first docking between the

U.S. and a Soviet spacecraft on July

17, 1975, that led to development

of the ISS. Although U.S. and

Soviet human space flight programs

went their separate ways in the late

1970s, with the dissolution of the

Soviet Union, cooperation between

the U.S. and Russia flourished again

in the early 1990s through the 

Shuttle-Mir program.

“The relationship between NASA

and Roscosmos (the Russian Space

Agency) is strong,” Fuller said. “In

the past few years, we have begun

the early stages of looking beyond

ISS and how to best leverage the ISS

partnership for human exploration

farther into the cosmos. We are dis-

cussing the best ways to utilize the

various resources and abilities of the

elements of the ISS and serving as 

a liaison between Mission Control

Center-Houston and Mission Con-

trol Center-Moscow.

“I recall that first trip to Russia in

the summer of 1997,” he said. “I

remember going to the Red Square

and thinking I never would have

imagined I’d be here.”

In fact, he says he still has that

feeling when he walks on Red Square

— Moscow’s historic fortress and

the center of Russian government.

Since that first trip, Fuller has

continually been involved in the

forefront of the space relationship

between the U.S. and Russia.

In 2000, he was hired as a NASA

civil servant and selected as the

operations lead for the first long-

duration crew for ISS. Five years

later, he transitioned from the Mis-

sion Operations Directorate to the

ISS Program Office, where he was

responsible for negotiations and

agreements between NASA and

commercial spaceflight participants

that flew to ISS on Russian vehicles.

In 2007, he became the ISS

Flight Program manager, where he

was responsible for developing and

integrating the schedule of the vari-

ous spacecraft that visit the ISS,

including the Space Shuttle and

Russian Soyuz vehicles delivering

and returning ISS crew, as well as

Russian, European and Japanese

cargo vehicles.

In recent years, Fuller has served

as manager of the ISS Flight Plan-

ning Integration and Operations

Office and manager of the ISS Incre-

ment Integration and Operations

partners for the next step.”

It’s truly a case of “together we

can do more,” he said.

In fact, 16 nations have visited

the ISS laboratory in low Earth orbit,

and more than 80 countries have

participated in science and research

activities on the ISS to date.

“The ISS is a shining example of

countries coming together in a joint

project for the benefit of all,” Fuller

said. “In November of this year, we

will achieve 15 years of continued

human presence on ISS.

“That means that for the entire

life of some of our younger cadets,

there have been humans living off of

our planet, which is a great accom-

plishment in exploration — we’ve

only just begun.”

ISS will continue to operate into

the 2020s, he said.

“We are already taking steps to

build upon our ISS experience and

partnerships to open the door for

continued human exploration

beyond low Earth orbit.”

Other joint projects focus on 

the use of Russian instruments on

NASA robotic probes to the moon

and Mars and research on a Russian

bioscience spacecraft. �
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Fuller has been an invaluable part of the International Space

Station for many years. In his new role in Moscow, he’s

responsible for astronaut crew training, technical and

programmatic integration between NASA and the Russian

Space Agency and crew launch and return operations in

Kazakhstan. He also manages liaisons operating at MCC-M 

and NASA, the European Space Agency, the Japanese Space

Agency and the Canadian Space Agency. Photo courtesy of NASA



“The fact that I had 40-plus

respondents willing to do this

work on a Friday, which is

typically a workday for most

folks, speaks volumes about

our volunteers. That they were

willing to pull away from their

daily work routine to fly these

missions for us is tremendous.”

— LT. COL. RAY WALDEN,

INCIDENT COMMANDER

By Markeshia Ricks

�
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CAP’s Aerial

Tornado Photos
Invaluable to 

National Weather 

Service

This aerial photo shows the tornado

path in Northwest Rochelle. In all,

Capt. Dan Trofimchuk and his

aircrew supplied the National

Weather Service with 225 images

of the damage wrought by an

outbreak of tornadoes. Photo by

Capt. Dan Trofimchuk, Illinois Wing



THE THREAT OF SEVERE WEATHER HAD LOOMED LARGE ALL WEEK. A massive storm 

system was bearing down on the Midwest, and Illinois Wing volunteers were on standby to

help from the air with damage assessment or on the ground with disaster relief. The call came

from the National Weather Service for aerial photographs to show the extent of the damage

caused by the tornadoes that had swept the state in April and to determine the paths of

destruction. The NWS also wanted to send up a meteorologist with a CAP aircrew.
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West Chicago. As soon as they thought they could safely

fly to Lewis University Airport, close to the NWS office

in Romeoville, they went for it.

But that’s all they were able to do that day. As pre-

dicted, the wind gusts picked up, leaving the crew unable

to take off again for the day. “The good news is the crew

had plenty of time to confer with the meteorologist who

was going to fly with us,” Walden said. The crew used

the time to map and chart areas of particular interest to

the NWS.

The crew more than made up for the lost time when

it became airborne the next day. The weather was perfect

for seeing the damage, which was extensive. The town 

of Fairdale bore the brunt of an EF4 (Enhanced Fujita

Scale) tornado that ravaged a largely rural farming com-

munity. Two people were killed and 40 to 50 homes and

other structures were damaged.

The NWS ultimately determined 11 tornadoes had

struck across the state: seven in north central Illinois, 

two in northwest Illinois and two in central Illinois.

“The impact could have been much worse,” Walden

said. “Another 4 miles south and it could have hit

Rochelle,” which has a population of about 10,000 

people. Fifteen miles beyond Rochelle lies Rockford, 

the third-largest city in Illinois, with about 150,000 

residents, he said.

The aircrew — Capts. Mike Larson, mission pilot;

Dan Trofimchuk, aerial photographer; and Maj. Gerald

Wirth, mission observer — took 225 photos, which

helped the NWS assess not only the path of the storm

but also its strength, based on the degree and extent of

the damage. The photos were uploaded to the Federal

“I got the call from the wing commander at about 7

on Friday morning,” recalled Lt. Col. Ray Walden, who

served as mission incident commander. “He simply said,

‘Are you awake?’ I said, ‘I am now.’ ”

Col. Rickey Oeth, Illinois Wing commander, wanted

to know how quickly CAP members could respond to

the NWS request. Walden sent out an alert and soon had

nearly 50 members ready to go, including an experienced

flight crew that was ready to fly the same day. But the

weather wasn’t nearly as cooperative. The wind was gust-

ing at 19 knots that morning, with 40 knots expected for

the afternoon. Flight crews are allowed to take off and

land only during wind gusts of no more than 30 knots.

CAP pilots kept an eye on the wind speeds from the

command center at CAP’s facility at DuPage Airport in

Capt. Mike Larson, right, pilots the CAP plane for 

the tornado-tracking mission while Trofimchuk takes

photographs. The aerial images used by the National

Weather Service showed the extent of the damage

from a tornado outbreak in north central Illinois.



Emergency Management Agency’s

website, making them readily avail-

able to all first responders.

The National Weather Service

was able to identify four different

independent tornados in the same

area from the photos CAP took,

Walden said. The largest — an EF4

tomado — was identified as well as 

a few satellite EF1s.

The NWS gave CAP and several other agencies offi-

cial recognition in a public information statement noting

that “all of this remote sensing data along with the

ground surveys were instrumental in identifying the tor-

nado paths … as well as the damage intensity.” CAP

photos were used and credited on the NWS website as

part of the official analysis of the event.

Edward Fenelon, chief meteorologist for NWS

Chicago, said the old adage “a picture is worth a thou-

sand words” applied to CAP’s assistance.

“A single photo from an airplane can provide more

information about a tornado’s strength and characteris-

tics then scores of photos from the ground,” said

Fenelon, adding, “the efficiency an aerial survey can

bring to storm damage mapping assessments is simply

tremendous.

“This information allowed us to size up the coverage

and extent of damage in just minutes, compared to the

hours and days it would take to glean the same informa-

tion from conducting a full survey from the ground,”

Fenelon said. “The orientation of debris from a storm is

often an important indicator as to whether a tornado has

occurred. Debris patterns can be much more quickly

determined from the air.  

“Additionally, evidence of the occurrence of a tornado,

such as marks from its suction vortices in the soil, are

extraordinarily challenging if not impossible to ascertain

from the ground,” he said. “Perspective from the air can

also help to quickly determine the tornado’s characteris-

tics, such as path length and path width.”

The tornadoes were a test of sorts for Walden. When

the NWS called he had just qualified to serve as incident

commander for search and rescue and disaster relief mis-

sions. He has been a CAP member 32 years and has

worked as a planning section chief for several other natu-

ral disaster responses. He also was part of the Illinois

team that responded to Hurricane Katrina in 2005.

His fellow CAP members made his job as incident

commander easier, Walden said. The wing has an active

training program for not only search and rescue but also

disaster relief and aerial photography personnel, includ-

ing monthly meetings. Volunteers are often anxious to

put that training to work, so when an actual mission

arises “we tend to have far more respondents than we

actually need to employ for that particular request,” 

he said.

“The fact that I had 40-plus respondents willing to 

do this work on a Friday, which is typically a workday

for most folks, speaks volumes about our volunteers,”

Walden said. “That they were willing to pull away 

from their daily work routine to fly these missions for 

us is tremendous.” �
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Larson, right, and

Trofimchuk prepare

to take off to capture

photos of tornado

damage in north

central Illinois.

“A single photo from an airplane can provide 

more information about a tornado’s strength 

and characteristics then scores of photos 

from the ground. The efficiency an aerial 

survey can bring to storm damage mapping

assessments is simply tremendous.” 

— EDWARD FENELON OF THE NATIONAL

WEATHER SERVICE

�



W
hen the call comes to aid citizens in distress,

Civil Air Patrol members are ready to respond 

at a moment’s notice. But sometimes that call is 

totally unexpected.

That was the case for then-Capt. Andrew Hong, who

was enjoying an evening at home with friends when,

about 9:30 p.m., his doorbell rang. It was a neighbor

with urgent news of a car crash nearby. The neighbor

told Hong the driver was passed out in the vehicle with

the engine still running.

Hong ran to scene of the accident, where he took 

control of the situation.

First, he attempted entry through the driver’s door to

assist the unconscious woman, only to find it locked. So

he ran back home to grab a jacket, shoes and a hammer

to break the glass. On his way back to the car he saw

flames coming from under the hood. He immediately

broke the rear driver’s side window, climbed into the car

and released the seatbelt.

With another neighbor’s help Hong pulled the

woman out of the car as flames and smoke began to

spread. Meanwhile, other area residents sprayed water

from a garden hose in an effort to contain the fire.

After she was free of the burning car, Hong turned the

woman’s care over to two bystanders who were registered

nurses. A paramedic assessment/engine company from

the Los Angeles County Fire Department arrived and

put out the fire, and paramedics treated the woman on

the scene before transporting her to a local hospital for

further treatment.
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Silver Medal 

of Valor 

Awarded to Civil Air Patrol Member

Maj. Andrew Hong, center, of 

the California Wing’s Fullerton

Composite Squadron 56 is

awarded Civil Air Patrol’s highest

award, the Silver Medal of Valor,

for his actions in saving the life 

of a motorist involved in a traffic

accident in his neighborhood.

With Hong is Brig. Gen. Larry F.

Myrick, left, CAP’s national vice

commander, and Col. Jon Stokes,

California Wing commander, 

who presented the medal. 

Photo by 2nd Lt. Jet Miller, California Wing

By Capt. Jeff Goeggel



FEMA 290 course � August 24-25, 2015

Course prepares participants to function as a full-
time or part-time PIO. Preferred course prerequites:

FEMA PIO Awareness courses G289 or IS29.

Essential Tools of the Trade for Every PAO/PIO
� August 26-27, 2015

• Emphasis on storytelling, with hands-on training  

• Optimizing use of social media, producing 

dynamic news releases, creating engaging web-

sites, and ensuring your photos and videos have

impact … plus how to post them on social media

channels   

• Roundtable discussions on PAO Specialty Track, 

podcasting and crisis communications

Go to capmembers.com; click on 

Conference Registration icon

@

Hong used a fire

extinguisher from a

nearby structure to con-

fine the fire to the car.

The woman was

later identified as a 

diabetic in her 50s. Her

blood sugar level had

dropped to a danger-

ously low level, causing her to 

pass out at the wheel, leading 

to the crash. She later made a 

full recovery.

Asked what was going through

his mind during the rescue, Hong

said he was “a little frustrated that

more passersby did not know 

what to do” but also hoped he

would “do it all over again, exactly

Fire Chief Daryl

Osby, right, awards

Hong the highest

lifesaving award the

Los Angeles County

Fire Department can

present a civilian, 

the department’s

Certificate of Valor.

Photo by 2nd Lt. Jet Miller,

California Wing

PAO Academy 2015

Orlando, Florida 

Swan & Dolphin Hotel

the same way.”

The event was “more terrifying to me after the fact, 

and it did not really hit me until three to four days later

the magnitude of what I had done,” he said.

Not long afterward the squadron’s incoming com-

mander, 1st Lt. Douglas Miller, recommended Hong —

now a Civil Air Patrol major — for CAP’s highest award,

the Silver Medal of Valor. Miller himself is a firefighter 

for the Orange County Fire Authority, with 25 years in

the department.

Hong also was awarded the Los Angeles County Fire

Department’s Certificate of Valor.

He credits Civil Air Patrol for his emergency services

training, which enabled him to react in a quick, decisive

and professional manner that resulted in a positive out-

come for the driver.

Hong was awarded the CAP Silver Medal of Valor by Col.

Jon Stokes, California Wing commander, during the 2015

Cadet Programs Conference at Camp San Luis Obispo. �
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Benjamin Franklin once said, “By failing to 

prepare, you are preparing to fail.” Staying true to its 

slogan of “Always Vigilant,” Civil Air Patrol’s annual 

National Emergency Services Academy has been preparing 

participants to save lives for nearly two decades.

NESA20
th

A N N I V E R S ARY

WORKING TO SAVE LIVES
By Russell Slater

Then-Cadet Jon Fox 

of the California Wing

provides instruction on

fire building. Fox now

serves in the U.S. Air

Force. Photo courtesy of Lt. Col.

John Desmarais, CAP National

Headquarters   



W
hile not all CAP members who attend may have

the opportunity to put their hard-earned skills to

the test, some have put their training to work saving lives

in stressful, real-world scenarios.

Over the course of two weeklong sessions every 

summer, volunteers from across the nation gather at

Camp Atterbury’s Joint Maneuver Training Center in

Edinburgh, Indiana, to sharpen various mission-critical

skills. Through three main tracks — the Mission Aircrew

School, the Ground Search and Rescue School and the

Incident Command System School — NESA offers both

cadets and senior members the chance to learn from top

instructors with backgrounds in emergency services.  

As CAP’s largest training event, NESA attracts person-

nel from a multitude of agencies who share one goal: to

ensure that academy graduates are armed with practical

knowledge of how to handle disasters large and small,

both natural and man-made. NESA founder Lt. Col.

John Desmarais, who also serves as director of operations

at CAP National Headquarters, said from 300-500 

participants attend each year.

Making Life Savers

The three main NESA schools are designed to help

CAP members achieve a higher level of proficiency and

competence using specific skill sets.

The Ground Search and Rescue School teaches search

operations using courses like map and compass reading

and assembly of 24-hour and 72-hour gear, in addition

to cross-country travel and sleeping outdoors in field

expedient shelters. Participants can qualify as ground

team members or leaders on site, and some choose to

complete wilderness advanced first aid training also

offered on site.

The Mission Aircrew School trains members to 

qualify as mission scanners, mission observers, airborne

photographers and mission pilots. The school also offers

students a chance to train on the GIIEP (Geospatial

Information Interoperability Exploitation-Portable), a

system developed by the U.S. Army Space and Missile

Defense Command to capture photos and video footage

for widespread distribution. Advanced courses are 

available for qualified participants to learn about devel-

oping programs and to train to become instructors in 

the future.

Finally, the Incident Command System School strives

to instill the ability to effectively integrate the efforts of

various response organizations. Born amid a nationwide

multi-agency inefficiency hindering attempts to unify

competing, often rival, emergency chains of command,

the system relies upon a single incident commander who

streamlines joint operations for all types of responders.
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Cadets stand in formation

during the very first year of

NESA (initially the National

Ground Search and Rescue

School) at the Miller School

in Charlottesville, Virginia.

Photo courtesy of Lt. Col. John Desmarais,

CAP National Headquarters 



Civil Air Patrol worked with the National Guard and

other agencies to save lives in the aftermath of the presi-

dentially declared disaster. Like many other CAP mem-

bers, Whang was awarded the Disaster Relief Ribbon

with the silver “V” for her role in the response.

Whang has made use of her NESA training on other

occasions as well. During the 2013 academy, an experi-

mental aircraft crash landed shortly after takeoff from the

nearby Columbus, Ohio, airport. Mission Aircrew

School participants applied their newly acquired skills by

providing crucial information and video to the National

Transportation Safety Board.

“Just this year, in the beginning of March, I was on

my way down to Maxwell Air Force Base to provide air-

crew training to FEMA personnel,” Whang said. “On

the way down there, my crew and I were caught in a

record-breaking snow blizzard in the middle of Kentucky.

“My crew and I assisted with the evacuation of over

50 vehicles with passengers, who would have otherwise

been trapped in the deep snow on the interstate.”

Maj. Rafael Salort, commander of Florida Wing

Group 1, is another example of a dedicated individual

who has used his NESA training in the field. He origi-

nally joined CAP as a cadet in 1987 and was involved

with emergency services early on. He rejoined in 2012

and attended NESA a year later.

Participants are challenged to work in the many incident

staff areas required to make missions run smoothly. For

example, they can attend the basic or advanced mission

communications courses, where they learn hands-on 

lessons about setting up antennas in the field, trouble-

shooting radio installations and handling message traffic.

When the Rubber Meets the Road

Capt. Monica “Tommy” Whang of the Illinois Wing’s

Lewis Composite Squadron became interested in avia-

tion at an early age. Her eventual membership in CAP

was a natural fit. A member since

2007, Whang attended NESA in

2008 and had the honor of being

declared a Distinguished Graduate.

The following year she became part

of the NESA staff.

“I felt with my education in coun-

seling and teaching, I could provide

assistance to the NESA program,”

Whang said. “I felt I could give back and be helpful with

serving my community as a pilot and be a mentor to

young people.”

Whang went on to participate in relief efforts follow-

ing the devastating Kentucky ice storm of 2009, which

resulted in 30 deaths throughout the state and left

750,000 homes without electricity in the dead of winter.
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Fox stands over a fellow cadet 

in a survival shelter during Ground 

Search and Rescue training. 

Photo courtesy of Lt. Col. John Desmarais, 

CAP National Headquarters

Capt. Monica

‘Tommy’ Whang



After having completed the GSAR School Ground

Team Leader Course and the ICS School Intermediate

Course, Salort progressed to the ICS School Advanced

Course in 2014. The qualified incident commander has

participated in several nondistress ELT (emergency loca-

tor transmitter) searches, which resulted in many finds. He

also participated in a search mission for a UH-60 heli-

copter near the Hurlburt Field, Florida, area in March.

“NESA is not just about completing qualifications or

earning ratings, but about receiving quality training that

can be brought back to our

home units to assist us in suc-

cessfully accomplishing our

missions,” said Salort, also an

Air Force reservist.

Second Lt. Michael 

Sullivan, a member of the

Virginia Wing’s Prince

William Composite

Squadron, knows all about

bringing his NESA training home in order to get the 

mission accomplished. After attending NESA in 2002 

as a cadet training adviser, Sullivan relied on his training

in responding to a wintertime plane mishap in Monterey,

Massachusetts, in 2003. A single-engine Piper Cherokee

had crashed during an attempted flight from Pennsylva-

nia to New Hampshire.

“Up until that point the CAP SAR mission had been

an idea to us (my cadet peer group),” Sullivan said. “It

was something that we trained for, but the circumstances

rarely lined up like this.”

Covering a two-state area, the search for survivors

included a state police helicopter, first responders and

CAP members. “I remember it being very cold. I 

remember thinking that no one could survive being 

out there as long as they were, but somehow when we

arrived, there were survivors,” Sullivan recalled.

After hiking through deep snow and being guided 

to the crash site by an ELT signal, Sullivan and others

assisted in the rescue of three young males who had 

spent nearly 18 hours in frigid temperatures.

Sullivan would later attend two NESAs as a team

leader before enlisting in the U.S. Army and deploying

in support of Operation Iraqi Freedom. With experience

as a firefighter, emergency medical technician and air-

plane pilot, Sullivan credits CAP and NESA with build-

ing his skills and confidence to handle any challenge.

“My career as an adult has been positively influenced

by the foundation that I got in CAP and particularly at

NESA,” he said.

Expect the Unexpected

Nearly 20 years of NESA training has shown the acad-

emy’s worth, leaving those who graduate with a firm

understanding of disaster scenario complexities and how

best to rise to meet a challenge. Thanks to the high pro-

fessional standards of the academy, participants stand

ready to spring into action to save lives. �
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“I recommend [NESA] to anyone wanting to train and 

participate in emergency services.” — Maj. Rafael Salort

Salort is a qualified incident commander, thanks in part to 

NESA. Salort has relied on NESA training during many search 

and rescue operations in Florida and the Southeast.

“I remember thinking that no one could

survive being out there as long as they were,

but somehow when we arrived, there were

survivors.” — 2nd Lt. Michael Sullivan

Sullivan used his NESA training during a 2003 search for a

downed plane in Monterey, Massachusetts.



mander of the Mildenhall squadron,

stressed the importance of her unit

and others for the cadets they serve.

“There are numerous programs

geared towards youth, but there 

are very few programs, especially

overseas, that inspire and develop a

love and passion for aviation like

Civil Air Patrol,” she said.

Although the overseas CAP units

aren’t assigned planes, the cadets are

still exposed to various aspects of

aerospace education, engineering,

science, aircraft mechanics, survival

training and flight training.

“The 100th Air Refueling Wing
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Thanks to CAP’s overseas

squadrons, many have the option to

stay active in the cadet program

while they’re out of the United States.

The overseas squadron program,

founded to allow young people with

parents stationed overseas to con-

tinue participating in CAP’s cadet

program, has been around more than

40 years. Seven overseas squadrons

are active right now.

“So many of our cadets come

from military families who are often

stationed out of the United States, so

it was really a natural extension of

who we are to offer the opportunity

the overseas squadrons provide,” said

Curt LaFond, deputy director of

cadet programs at CAP National

Headquarters.

Learning that he could participate

in the overseas squadron at Royal Air

Force Mildenhall in England came 

as a big relief to Cadet Airman 1st

Class Harrison Stanley, 17. “I was a

CAP member in Cincinnati, Ohio,

before my family and I moved to

England, and as soon as I heard we

were moving here my first thought

was, ‘I know CAP has a few overseas

squadrons; I wonder if they have one

in England?’”

The original answer to that ques-

tion was “no,” but as soon as the

Mildenhall squadron formed — it’s the

newest of the overseas squadrons —

Stanley jumped at the opportunity.

Mildenhall Cadet Squadron was

chartered Feb. 9 and has 20 cadet

members. Before that, more than

two decades had passed since an

overseas squadron existed in the

United Kingdom.

First Lt. Sharreen Taylor, com-

Overseas Squadrons
Thousands of miles away, they provide cadets 
with all the comforts and opportunities of home

By Jennifer S. Kornegay

M
oving overseas can be a big adjustment for any young person.

For Civil Air Patrol cadets, the idea of having their CAP journey 

interrupted only adds to the stress of leaving friends and familiarity behind.

Members of CAP’s

Yokota Cadet

Squadron in Tokyo,

Japan, participate

in drill practice

sessions similar 

to those held 

by stateside

squadrons. 



include events held in partnership

with British Air Cadets, touring a

local historic airfield where the U.S.

Army Air Corps 78th Fighter Group

was stationed during World War II

and visiting Ramstein Air Base in

Germany for encampment.

Despite not being able to fly CAP

aircraft, Stanley and his fellow cadets

enjoy other activities in and around

Air Force facilities under the mentor-

ship of senior members, who are all

current or former Air Force personnel.

“That gives those of us who are 

considering Air Force careers a great

and the 352d Special

Operations Wing have

agreed to provide orienta-

tion flights for our

cadets,” Taylor said.

“Very few other cadets

will ever have the privi-

lege of seeing inflight

refueling from the back

of a KC-135 Stratotanker 

or flying low-level on a

MC-130J Commando II.”

Mildenhall cadets 

may soon be involved in

another interesting expe-

rience. The only Civil Air

Patrol museum exhibit

outside the U.S. is at the

Norfolk and Suffolk Avi-

ation Museum near the

squadron’s meeting loca-

tion. “We have been in

talks with the museum to

become assistant curators

of the exhibit and to give

our cadets the chance to

help preserve the heritage of Civil

Air Patrol for generations to come,”

said Maj. Walter Brown III, the

squadron’s deputy commander.

While the overseas squadron is

allowing Stanley to continue as a

CAP cadet, it’s offering much more

as well. “CAP in general has many

opportunities that are worthwhile

and fun, and although an overseas

squadron may not have the exact

same opportunities, we make up for

it by being able to do awesome things

in a great host country,” he said. 

So far, the squadron’s adventures
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Top: Members of CAP’s Yokota Cadet

Squadron teamed up with the Yokota

Postal Workers Booster Club to man a

water station at the Frostbite Half

Marathon at Yokota Air Base, Japan. 

Bottom right: First Lt. Sharreen Taylor,

commander of Mildenhall Cadet Squadron

at Royal Air Force Mildenhall in England,

speaks to cadets during the unit’s

activation ceremony. Photo courtesy of Jesse Taylor

Bottom left: Mildenhall squadron cadets

get an overview of how their squadron

works. Photo courtesy of U.S. Air Force Senior Airman

Christine Griffiths



The overseas squadrons follow

the same cadet curriculum as

domestic units, but some key differ-

ences exist. “We are only allowed to

conduct our normal meetings and

activities within the confines of a

U.S. air base, and we don’t have the

same level of flexibility to participate

in off-base functions that stateside

units do. In addition, there aren’t

any other CAP units nearby to 

conduct joint activities, emergency

services exercises or cadet competi-

tions with, so we either do it all 

in-house or find other organizations

in the host country to team-up

with,” said Brown, Mildenhall’s

deputy commander.

Boyd’s squadron faces similar

challenges because of its isolation.

“We do have a lack of interaction

with cadets from other units,” he

said. “Yokota Air Base is close to a

five-hour train ride from the nearest

unit at Misawa Air Base and a three-

hour flight from the island of Oki-

nawa where the Kadena Cadet

Squadron is located. Our squadron

works alone, in that we do not have

a wing supporting us or other units

hosting events.”

But these and other issues are

outweighed by the once-in-a-lifetime

experiences possible for cadets in over-

seas squadrons: They get to have a

closer working relationship with an

Air Force base and a foreign population. 

“Our cadets are involved in many

community service projects that

engage Japanese citizens,” Boyd said.

Just in the past nine months, the

chance to ask questions and to talk 

to people who can and are willing to

answer,” Stanley said.

Cadet Airman Savannah Sim-

mons, 12, echoed Stanley. “Being a

cadet overseas means I get to learn

about different types of planes. I am

making new friends, and I’m learn-

ing independence, responsibility and

character building,” she said.

And, of course, overseas cadets

benefit from the cadet program’s

curriculum, just as other cadets do,

no matter where they live. Cadet

Airman Elijah Q. Taylor, 12,

explained: “I am thoroughly enjoy-

ing my time in CAP. From learning

to lead, learning about aerospace

and learning to drill to making new

friends, CAP is molding me into a

better person, leader, friend and son.”

Yokota Cadet

Squadron

Lt. Col. Adam

Boyd, commander

of Yokota Cadet

Squadron in Tokyo,

highlighted the role the unit is play-

ing in the lives of its 14 cadets.

“We have one cadet who joined

here and has worked his way

through his Earhart award, while

four others have worked through

cadet master sergeant, all overseas,”

Boyd said. “Without the CAP cadet

program at Yokota, there would be

no other youth organization for

dependents to join that could intro-

duce them to aerospace science like

CAP can.”

Yokota squadron has helped Yokota

Air Base host its Friendship Festival

with close to 200,000 attendees and

a Mid-Air Collision Avoidance Con-

ference that involved more than 70

Japanese general aviation pilots and

18 aircraft.

“The main benefit of being in a

overseas squadron is the ability to

reach out and experience a different

culture and youth programs similar

to CAP in host nations,” said Cadet

Master Sgt. Thomas Fest, 15.

Cadet Staff Sgt. Jamie Albright,

13, agreed. “The overseas squadron

has helped me become a better

ambassador for my country by

teaching me character and a little bit

of my host nation’s culture too,” she

said. “And there are many things

that we get to do overseas that we

can’t do in the States. Some examples

are cultural festivals, host nation

conferences and getting to learn about

how different countries work.”

While the overseas squadron pro-

gram has proven successful, some

cadets don’t have access to one. But

CAP still has them covered, as

LaFond explained.

“We offer an independent study

option that allows cadets to con-

tinue progressing as a cadet while

they are out of the country,” he said.

“They do this through distance

learning using the Internet and by

working on community service proj-

ects where they are currently living.

“It only serves a small number of

cadets currently, but it is really

important for those few.” �
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On a balmy spring morning at Marcus

Hook, Pennsylvania, the sweet hum of low-

flying aircraft nearby was hard to miss.

Within minutes, the two specks in the sky

came within full view — a bright red

Fairchild 24R and an orange and yellow

Stinson 10, both flown by Civil Air Patrol’s

World War II veterans back in the day. 

Emotion overwhelmed the 100 or so 

spectators, who seemingly felt the same

joy as those they came to honor — Sun Oil’s

wartime seamen and the CAP members who

flew to protect them — when they saw

CAP’s planes flying overhead. This unlikely

partnership formed by circumstance to

thwart attacks on America’s oil tankers by

deadly German U-boats not only saved lives

but also preserved precious oil required to

fuel the war effort. 

A Bond Forever 
Bound by 
Service
By Julie DeBardelaben
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And so it was on this 15th day of May, some seven decades later, that CAP and Sun Oil, now

Sunoco and Sunoco Logistics, joined forces again — this time to pay homage to the sacrifice and

service of individuals affiliated with both organizations during the war. At the Marcus Hook

Industrial Complex on the banks of the Delaware River, while a mama duck and her eight duck-

lings watched nearby and as waves slapped at the surrounding seawall, participants faced Sunoco’s

most profound and lasting tribute to its 141 World War II fallen — a 9½-foot bronze statue of a

tousle-haired seaman. CAP World War II veterans, some adorned in colorful and prominently 

lettered veterans hats, joined the crowd in wide-eyed excitement over the wreath-laying ceremonies

and Congressional Gold Medal presentations that were about to unfold.

in the Eastern Atlantic during wartime when those

planes flew overhead

“Think about how comforting it was,” Chalson said,

“to look up and know that you weren’t alone.”

“War can make for

strange bedfellows,” said

Maj. Gen. Joe Vazquez,

CAP’s national com-

mander, who joined

Sunoco and Sunoco

Logistics in paying trib-

ute to the day’s honorees. 

“The bottom line is

that we were effective, a

very nasty thorn in the

Nazis’ side,” Vazquez

said of CAP’s World War

II veterans. “The Ger-

mans got the message,

and American tankers

got safe passage.

“Both CAP and Sun

Oil performed their

patriotic duties with

blood, sweat and tears.

We did our part to help win the war for America and 

the free world,” he said.

The accolades were followed by a wreath-laying 

ceremony at Seamen’s Memorial by Sunoco Inc., 

Sunoco Logistics and CAP veterans. 

he event began as any patriotic event should — with

the singing of the national anthem. All eyes faced the

American flag waving proudly in the wind, as the partici-

pants sang in unison: “O, say can you see by the dawn’s

early light, What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s

last gleaming.” …

The ensuing invocation by The

Rev. Canon Dr. Peter Stube provided 

a poignant reminder of the reason for

this celebration: “We ask your blessing

this day as we honor the selfless service

of the valiant members of the Civil Air

Patrol and those who risked their lives

on merchant ships to provide the nec-

essary commodities for the war effort. 

“With this wreath laying we com-

memorate those who paid the full measure of devotion

by the sacrifice of their lives for their beloved country.”

Service and Sacrifice

VIP remarks honoring Sun Oil seamen and CAP 

veterans emphasized the service and sacrifice of all who

contributed to the war effort:

David R. Chalson, Sunoco Logistics senior vice presi-

dent for operations and a former merchant mariner him-

self, said he identified with the men at sea during the war

and the feeling of security and gratitude that Civil Air

Patrol planes would have provided. Referencing the fly-

over of the CAP planes during the ceremony, Chalson

asked the audience to picture themselves on a tanker ship
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David R. Chalson, Sunoco

Logistics senior vice president

for operations, brought greetings

and a message of thanks to 

CAP members in attendance.

Photo courtesy of Kellie McGinn 

The Rev. Canon

Dr. Peter Stube
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William D. Mason, who oversaw the Sun Oil refinery before

the war and was a CAP member, played a lead role in

securing initial funding to establish Civil Air Patrol’s Coastal

Patrol bases. CAP National Commander Maj. Gen. Joe

Vazquez presented Mason’s replica Congressional Gold

Medal to Teresa Gavigan, Sunoco’s senior vice president of

human resources. Photo courtesy of Kellie McGinn 

The luncheon

featured historic video

created by Sunoco

and this display

created by Col. 

Frank Blazich, CAP’s

chief historian. 

Photo by Col. John Swain, 

CAP National Headquarters

HOW
How It Began

CAP’s alliance with Sun Oil did not come about by happen-

stance. During World War II, the Marcus Hook Refinery was

the centerpiece of Sun Oil Co.’s refining businesses. Sunoco’s

president, J. Howard Pew, built a shipyard up the road from 

the refinery to reduce the company’s transportation costs and

help support the war effort.

At the nation’s entry into the war, Sun Oil’s 17 tankers were

requisitioned by the federal War Shipping Administration, and 

it wasn’t long before German submarines arrived along the

coastlines to attack the vital fuel supplies carried in those

tankers. The first Sun Oil ship sunk was the SS J.N. Pew,

named after the company’s founder. 

William D. Mason, who oversaw the Sun Oil refinery for 16 

years and directed the Petroleum Administration for War’s

Facility Security Division during World War II, was a member of

Civil Air Patrol. He approached Maj. Gen. John F. Curry, CAP’s

first national commander, and promised him funding for CAP

to establish Coastal Patrol bases from which to launch planes

to watch for submarines. 

An initial donation of $10,000 allowed CAP to establish the

first four of what ultimately became 21 Coastal Patrol bases.

The willingness of Sun Oil to back up its request with funding

prompted other oil companies to do the same. 

“We were conscious of the fact that the tankers were sunk

(American oil companies had lost 13 tankers to Germans by

early February 1942), and if they continued being sunk at 

that rate, that we wouldn’t have petroleum enough to carry 

on the war effort,” Mason said.

Sun Oil ships were attacked nine times, with four sunk. Thanks

in part to CAP, Sun Oil tankers were able to travel more than

2 million miles and transport more than 41 million barrels of

aviation gasoline and other products to fuel the Army and

Navy’s 1.8 million automotive vehicles during the war.

Meanwhile, during its 18-month wartime service, CAP

conducted more than 86,000 missions and reported 173

suspected subs, attacking 57 of them and locating 363

survivors at sea.



Congressional Gold Medal Salute

Sunoco and Sunoco Logistics’ theme for the day carried a pro-

found message: “Thank you, Civil Air Patrol, for saving lives.” It

was displayed on a jumbo blue and white banner that greeted

guests at the wreath-laying ceremony, and it was prominently

noted on an engraved glass, a gift to those attending, that

adorned each place setting at the luncheon that followed. 

“We are here to salute and thank the Civil Air Patrol for pro-

tecting our seamen, and we are thrilled some of those World War

veterans will receive their Congressional Gold Medals at this

event,” said Jeff Shields, communications manager for Sunoco

Logistics and Sunoco Inc., and the event’s master of ceremonies.

“Civil Air Patrol became what it is today through the heroic

efforts they took to protect our seamen, so our fleet could deliver

fuel to the Allies. 

“This morning, we remember those mariners who faced dan-

ger in war, and who made the ultimate sacrifice. We are bonded

with Civil Air Patrol in this experience, two armies of civilian

warriors, one risking death to deliver essential supplies, the other

braving danger to protect them. While we remember the seamen

Sun Oil lost, we also know that countless Sun Oil families were

saved by your good work,” he said

Of the five replica Congressional Gold Medals presented to

Pennsylvania-area CAP veterans at the event’s conclusion, pride

by association was shared by CAP, Sunoco and Sunoco Logistics

for one medal in particular — the one honoring William D.

Mason, who oversaw the Marcus Hook facility for 16 years and

was also a CAP member. His medal was accepted by Teresa 

Gavigan, Sunoco’s senior vice president of human resources. (In

December CAP was presented the Congressional Gold Medal 

for its contributions during the war in a ceremony held at the

nation’s Capitol.)

“Gentlemen, to all of you, on behalf of Sunoco, I say: The

Civil Air Patrol saved lives, for this company, for this industry,

for this country, and as our predecessors said at the time, we

don’t know where we would be today without you,” said Shields. 

“I quote William Mason himself: ‘We, of the petroleum

industry, are deeply conscious of the great work and the great job

that was done. If it had not been for these boys and the contribu-

tion that they made, the outcome, the result of the war, would

have been a lot different.”

Along with a Congressional Gold Medal replica, each honoree

was also presented a special plaque prepared by Sunoco. �
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Cadet Airman Mykala March, left, and Cadet

Senior Airman Jacob Durivage, both of the

Pennsylvania Wing’s Chester County

Composite Squadron 1008, guard wreaths

that were placed by CAP and Sunoco at the

foot of Sunoco’s bronze seaman statue at

the company’s Marcus Hook Refinery in

appreciation and remembrance of the

service and sacrifice of seamen and CAP

veterans who served during World War II. At

the podium is Jeff Shields, communications

manager for Sunoco Logistics and Sunoco

Inc. Photo by Col. John Swain, CAP National Headquarters

W

ABOUT

About Sunoco and

Sunoco Logistics 

Sun Oil was founded in 1886 in Lima, Ohio, by

Joseph Newton Pew and Edward O. Emerson.

Sunoco Logistics and Sunoco Inc. are both

descended from the Sun Oil Co. — Sunoco

Logistics from the pipeline division and

Sunoco Inc. from the retail gas station and

race fuels business.



Life Scout and Cadet Airman 1st Class 

Xavier Warlick presents Pamela 

AuBuchon, a child life specialist at 

St. Louis Children’s Hospital, with four 

St. Louis Cardinals field box tickets 

and passes to the Champions 

Club. The tickets and passes 

were given to a young 

kidney transplant 

patient and her 

family. Photo courtesy 

of Lanette Kennedy

C
ivil Air Patrol’s core value of volunteer serv-

ice and the Scouting laws of being kind and

cheerful are a natural part of 13-year-old

Cadet Airman 1st Class and Life Scout

Xavier Warlick’s life.

So when Warlick — a member of Scott Composite

Squadron in St. Louis as well as senior patrol leader of

Boy Scout Troop 1039 in Collinsville, Illinois — sud-

denly had four St. Louis Cardinals field box tickets

and Champions Club buffet passes thrust in his

hand, he knew exactly what he wanted to do with

them — find someone who could benefit. With the

help of St. Louis Children’s Hospital, that proved to be

a 9-year-old kidney transplant patient and her family.

The story began when the parents of Warlick’s troop

held a raffle for a Cardinals ticket package as a way to

raise funds for activities. The winner generously handed

the package back to the young senior patrol leader and

told him to do with them what he thought best. Every-

one who has met him knows Warlick isn’t one to think 

of himself.

For him, it was a no-brainer — find someone in need.

Children’s Hospital was the place to start. In less than

a week, officials found the perfect recipient — the young

transplant patient.

The family was “so excited about going and spending

some quality time together” at Busch Stadium, said

Pamela AuBuchon, a child life specialist at the hospital.

“It was the girl’s first time at a major league game.”

On a sunny Saturday afternoon in May, Gillian Irons,

her mother, Leslie, Gillian’s best friend, Amanda Beane,
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‘Thank You for Bringing Some   
Cadet/Scout Pays it Forward 
to Young Transplant Patient



and her mom, Lee, made the 2½-

hour drive from their small central

Illinois home to Busch Stadium to

watch the Cardinals host the Pitts-

burgh Pirates.

The 2008 transplant recipient had

spent six weeks in either the hospital

or the Haven House, which pro-

vides housing and support serv-

ices for children’s families, since

the first part of this year because

of ongoing health issues. The 

day before the game, Gillian had

returned to school for the first time

since December.

“We couldn’t think of a better way

to celebrate her return than to attend

the game with her best friend,” her

mother said. “The girls had such a great

time. The Champions Club was an

awesome experience for them both.”

“It was nice for Gillian to have a

trip to St. Louis that didn’t involve the

hospital. Thank you for bringing

some spark back to her eyes!” she said.

Asked why he made the decision to

give the package away when both he

and his mom are avid Cardinals fans,

the young cadet merely replied,

“Sometimes it just feels good to pay it

forward and make a difference.” �
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Gillian Irons, right, and best

friend Amanda Beane pose

in the field box section of

Busch Stadium in St. Louis

as they get ready to watch

the Cardinals take on the

Pittsburgh Pirates.

Smiles are obvious all around

as 9-year-old Gillian Irons,

second from left, joins her

mother, her best friend and her

mom for a Cardinals game.

Their experience came courtesy of Cadet 

Airman 1st Class Xavier Warlick of 

the Scott Composite Squadron. With 

Gillian, from left, are Amanda 

Beane, Lee Beane and 

Leslie Irons.

By Capt. Greg Hoffeditz   Spark Back to Her Eyes!’



By Markeshia Ricks

When a wildfire threatened to consume homes and

land near Bismarck, North Dakota, members of

the North Dakota Wing took to the skies to help fire-

fighters on the ground.

Volunteer crew members from the wing were tasked

with using a Forward Looking Infrared (FLIR) thermal

imaging sensor to detect hot spots and provide imagery

to state and local firefighting and emergency services per-

sonnel. The images CAP members obtained were used to

help those working the fast-moving fire figure out how

to keep it contained.

A three-man crew flew over the affected area to capture

images that might give firefighters a sense of where the

fire would spread next — something that can be hard to

detect with the naked eye. The North Dakota Wing is

one of only two in CAP with a FLIR sensor mounted on

a plane; the Wyoming Wing is the other.

Capt. Darryl Billick served as FLIR operator for 

the wildfire mission, while Col. Walt Vollmers flew as 

the pilot and 1st Lt. Garrett Hittle assumed the role of 

mission observer.

The FLIR sensor is designed to pick up infrared radia-

tion, Billick said, and flying in the wee hours of the

morning allowed the ground and anything else that had

been heated up by the sun during the day to cool down.

“When the sun warms everything up, it’s hard to tell what

you’re looking for,” he said. “It works better at night.”

What they were looking for were places where the fire

might still be blazing hot, and after that first day, much

of the fire was still raging. The most significant value of

the FLIR sensor is that it can detect not just where fire is

no longer visible on the surface of a burn, but also where

hot coals are lurking underneath. Those coals can cause a

fire to flare back up in the right wind conditions.

The first crew, which flew in to Bismarck from Fargo,

concentrated on the perimeter of what was then just

over a 1,500-acre fire. The fire would consume thou-

sands of acres before it was tamed, threatening not only
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North Dakota Wing FLIR footage shows hot spots from

a rural fire south of Bismarck, as seen in a YouTube

video released by Burleigh County.

FLIR Deployed
During North Dakota Wildfire



homes but also the University of Mary in Bismarck,

which had to be evacuated.

Using the FLIR sensor to record video of the fire that

showed the hot spots, the crew handed off the images

they’d gathered to Sean Johnson, plans officer for the

North Dakota Department of Emergency Services Divi-

sion of Homeland Security. In addition to his emergency

management duties with the state, Johnson is a lieu-

tenant colonel in the North Dakota Wing and serves as

both chief of staff and public affairs officer for the wing.

Two more FLIR flights followed, with different crews

along with an additional support flight, before CAP’s

work with the firefighting efforts was complete.

Johnson said the images captured using the FLIR 

sensor were burned to a DVD that was shared with the

Bismarck Rural Fire Department and North Dakota 

Forest Service, which used the information to coordinate

their fire response and envision attack planning.

“It really provides good intelligence,” he said. “The

fire was pretty hot, and sure enough it flared up right at

the spots that were captured with the sensor.”
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Capt. Darryl Billick gives North Dakota Wing cadets a demonstration of the wing’s FLIR

system, which detects infrared radiation. The system was used recently to provide

images of a wildfire that threatened to consume homes and land near Bismarck.

“It really provides 

good intelligence. 

The fire was pretty 

hot and sure enough 

it flared up right at 

the spots that were

captured with the 

sensor.” — Lt. Col. 

Sean Johnson

Johnson said the wing has previously used the FLIR

sensor for search and rescue missions, but this was the

first time it had been deployed so extensively and in coor-

dination with local and state agencies “with a specified

collection plan to enhance decision-making for firefight-

ing efforts.”

“The North Dakota Wing of Civil Air Patrol has once

again proven it is an excellent emergency response multi-

plier,” said Greg Wilz, Homeland Security Division direc-

tor and state security adviser for NDDES. “The people 

of North Dakota have received an excellent return on the

technology investment we made in the wing and their

highly professional volunteers through the FLIR system.”

Billick, a member of CAP for about eight years, said he

joined because it allowed him to combine his love of fly-

ing with community service. Being able to help out

meant a lot to him, he said, because when severe flooding

hit the state back in 1997 he wasn’t in a position to assist.

“It’s nice to know I was able to help do something 

for the community and provide the state with what it

needed,” he said. �



Civil Air Patrol
recently suffered 
significant losses
with the passing of
Brig. Gen. Warren
Barry, a former
national commander,
and retired U.S. 
Air Force Lt. Gen.
Charles Searock, a
former member of
CAP’s Board of Gov-
ernors. Both men,
who were awarded
lifetime CAP mem-
berships in recogni-
tion of contributions
they made to the
organization, died 
this year. 

Remembering Brig. Gen. Warren Barry

Barry, who was 93, unexpectedly

passed away in Antioch, California, on

March 11— exactly one month after his

wife of 72 years, Carol Beecher.

From 1943-1946, Barry, who had a

lifelong passion for flying, served in the

Army Air Forces as an instrument flight

instructor. He joined CAP in 1952 and

served as a leader at every command level

of the California Wing. After continuing

to rise through the ranks, he served as

California Wing commander from March

1974-September 1978, Pacific Region

commander from November 1983-

August 1989, national vice commander from 1989-1990 and national com-

mander from 1990-1993. He was inducted into the CAP Hall of Honor

and awarded a lifetime membership in 1993.

His decorations and awards included several Distinguished Service

Medals and the Search and Rescue Ribbon.

For much of his life — even during his time as national commander —

Barry worked in the newspaper industry, starting as a newspaper carrier in

his teenage years at the Oakland Tribune. Later he was appointed to various

managerial positions there and at the Contra Costa and East Valley Times,

retiring as facilities manager at the Contra Costa Times at age 70. 

He was also known as a tireless, generous volunteer at Antioch’s Holy

Rosary Catholic Church, where he readied the church for early morning

mass and was an usher for over half a century. 

Barry and his wife are survived by six children, Patricia, Robert, 

Margaret, Stephen, Nancy and Susan; nine grandchildren; and four 

great-grandchildren. A funeral mass celebrating his life was held at Holy

Rosary Church. 

For many years, CAP has used the phrase “Missions for America” to

describe what the organization does for the country, and Brig. Gen. Richard

L. Anderson, a former chairman of the CAP Board of Governors, said Barry

CAP Mourns Loss of Two 
Lifetime Members 
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Brig. Gens. Richard L. Anderson, left,

and Warren Barry pose for a photo

in 2006. Photo courtesy of Brig. Gen. Richard L.

Anderson

By Mitzi Palmer



was part of formulating that phrase. 

“While at a National Executive Committee

meeting at National Headquarters in the early

1990s, the CAP-USAF commander was discussing

the legal authority for Air Force missions per-

formed by CAP,” remembered Anderson. “Warren

and I had a brief whispered discussion among our-

selves at the NEC table about the topic under dis-

cussion, and I scribbled on a table napkin that

while CAP performs missions for the Air Force,

we in reality perform ‘Missions for America.’ I slid

the napkin to Warren, he read it and nodded, and

I vocalized it to the NEC. 

“We didn’t realize it at the time, but the words

on that napkin stuck and have been part of the

CAP lexicon since. I still have the napkin in my

briefcase to this day as a happy memory of my

service at Gen. Barry’s side.” 
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Brig. Gen. Warren Barry, second from right, meets 

with Col. Mary S. Feik and a group of former national

commanders at the 2006 National Board Meeting and

Conference in Reno, Nevada – from left, the late 

Brig. Gens. William M. Patterson and Paul M. Bergman,

Brig. Gens. S. Hallock du Pont Jr. and Richard L.

Anderson, Feik, Barry and Maj. Gen. Dwight H. Wheless.

Photo courtesy of Brig. Gen. Richard L. Anderson

“Gen. Barry was probably the nicest gentleman I

ever had the privilege to work with in all my

years in the organization. He was an outstanding

leader and will be missed by all.” — COL. ROBERT

C. BESS, FORMER BOARD OF GOVERNORS CHAIRMAN

“I had the extreme pleasure to be Warren’s

California Wing director of operations, Pacific

Region director of operations and CAP National

Headquarters SAR adviser. Col. Barry supported

me at all levels in moving SAR technology forward

for the U.S. Air Force and CAP National Head-

quarters. He was a great leader and we all accom-

plished much together. He was the best of the

best.” — COL. JIM BIGELOW, FORMERLY OF THE

CALIFORNIA WING

“From 1990 to 1993, I served as Warren’s CAP

national vice commander and have the highest

respect for his selfless service to our country and

the U.S. Air Force. He was a strong and steady

leader who also displayed a calm and reassuring

manner. I succeeded him as CAP national com-

mander, and he was a trusted adviser during that

time, as he was to all CAP national commanders

since. CAP and our country are better for his

service and his legacy will endure always.” —

BRIG. GEN. RICHARD L. ANDERSON, CAP NATIONAL

COMMANDER, 1993-1996

“I served under Gen. Barry from 1971 on until his

retirement. He was my wing, region and national

commander, whom I held in high regard. It was a

pleasure to see him honored for 50 years of

service in the American Legion. ‘Service before

self’ would be a good way to sum up his devotion.”

— LT. COL. DENNIS B. EDMONDSON, DIABLO COMPOSITE

SQUADRON 44



Remembering Lt. Gen. Charles Searock

Searock, who passed on March 3 in Oklahoma City at age 78, was born in

Easton, Pennsylvania. He spent most of his youth in nearby Nazareth. Along 

with a bachelor’s degree in general education from the University of Nebraska at

Omaha in 1962 and a master’s in management from Central Michigan University

in 1975, Searock completed Squadron Officer School in 1963, Air Command

and Staff College in 1973 and Army War College in 1976. 

The decorated Vietnam veteran began his military career in 1954 in the Cali-

fornia National Guard, entering active duty in 1956 as an aviation cadet. During

the majority of his military career, he served in the Strategic Air Command.

Early in his career, he was assigned to the Pentagon as a member of the Air

Staff, and he served as assistant for plans to the military assistant to the president.

He also served in Headquarters United States European Command and Air Force

Logistics Command.

He served as the deputy chief of staff with Headquarters Strategic Air Com-

mand at Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska, and later became the vice commander

with Headquarters Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-Patterson Air Force

Base, Ohio. A command pilot with more than 7,000 flying hours, he flew KC-

97s, B-52 and FB-111s. He also carried out 152- B-52 combat missions during

the Vietnam War as a senior command pilot. 

Searock retired from active-duty military service in 1993 after almost 37 years
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Lt. Gen. Charles Searock served

two three-year terms on CAP’s

Board of Governors. 

“As the secretary of the Civil Air Patrol

Board of Governors, I had the pleasure of

serving with Lt. Gen. Searock as he

provided tremendous support and

guidance specifically in the area of cadet

programs. As a mentor and great friend

to CAP, he will be missed.” — DON

ROWLAND, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, CAP

NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS

“He was a great American and a colleague

on the CAP Board of Governors. Charlie

always kept the big picture in mind. He was

completely able to work the smallest details,

but his objective was always to support CAP

members and make CAP a better servant of

America.” — RETIRED AIR FORCE LT. GEN. JOHN

HOPPER, ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA

“Charlie Searock was an active member of the Board of Governors with

CAP’s best interests in mind. He consistently and candidly made strong

recommendations to improve the effectiveness of CAP.” — RETIRED U.S. AIR

FORCE LT. GEN. NICK KEHOE, FELLOW MEMBER OF THE CAP BOARD OF GOVERNORS
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in the Air Force and two years in the Army National

Guard. In 2002 he joined CAP’s New Jersey Wing’s

Victory Museum Composite Squadron with his

grandson. In May 2001 he was chosen to serve 

on the Board of Governors as one of the members

selected jointly by the secretary of the Air Force and

CAP’s national commander, then was selected to serve

an additional three-year term in 2007.

He was recognized in 2010 with a CAP lifetime

membership for his contributions to the organization. 

At the time of the death, he maintained his cur-

rency as a commercial multi-engine instrument-rated

pilot and was an active CAP pilot.

He is survived by his wife, Ann (Brackeen) Searock;

children, Michael, Matthew, Patrick and Adam; 

11 grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; and

brother John.

Searock was laid to rest during a memorial service

and interment at Arlington National Cemetery with

full military honors. �

“The thing that always impressed me

about Gen. Searock was even though

he was a retired three-star general in

the Air Force, as a CAP Board of

Governors member he did not take the

side of the Air Force or the side of CAP.

He took the side of what he thought

was best for both. I met him for the first

time while he was a CAP member in the

New Jersey Wing and I was the national

chief of staff, and I was so impressed

with how much he admired CAP that I

recommended him to be put on the

Board of Governors.” — COL. LARRY D.

KAUFFMAN, FLEET MANAGER, CAP NATIONAL

HEADQUARTERS



wo small aircraft pilots lost their lives earlier

this year in grim testament to T.S. Eliot’s famous

line, “April is the cruelest month.”

In Indiana, businessman Glenn Foy perished

when his Yakovlev Yak-52, a foreign-designed

trainer plane, went down in a cornfield the second

week of the month after flying out of Indianapolis’

Eagle Creek Airport. A week and a half later in

Oregon, the wreckage of a Piper PA-28 Cherokee

was located in rugged, wooded terrain a few days

after the single-engine plane,

piloted by Lee Chesire Leslie

III of Vancouver, Washington,

was lost to radar shortly after

taking off from Creswell’s

Hobby Field near Eugene.

Though neither crash left

survivors, Civil Air Patrol

doggedly pursued the searches,

ultimately helping bring clo-

sure to the pilots’ friends and

families. The National Trans-

portation Safety Board will

study the wreckage to deter-

mine the cause of each crash

in hopes of avoiding similar

cases in the future.

The Indiana search

When Foy took off April 3 and then didn’t return, it

was first believed he might have just been out for the

simple pleasure of enjoying his distinctive plane. But

when he didn’t show up after two days, his business part-

ner filed a missing person’s report with the Indianapolis

Police Department.

A random radar trail dead-ended after leading from

the police to the Federal Aviation Administration to the

Indiana Department of Homeland Security. CAP’s Indi-

ana Wing was then asked to launch what would turn out

to be a most unusual search.

“We began with the usual basic search questions, but

we didn’t get a lot of informa-

tion,” said the incident com-

mander, Lt. Col. Darrel

Williamson. Foy, it turned out,

was a very private person.

Col. Matthew Creed, commander of CAP’s Indiana

Wing and a pilot during this mission, said one random

radar trail early in the search led CAP to the Muncie

area, where aircrews made three flights and ground teams

Sad but necessary duty for Civil Air Patrol

Locating crash sites in 
Indiana and Oregon
By Kristi Carr     
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In the Indiana search, from left,

Boone County Sheriff Mike

Nielsen looks over forensic

tracking data with CAP Lt. Col. Tim

Turner, public information officer

for the wing, and Col. Matthew

Creed, wing commander. Photo by 

Lt. Col. Darrel Williamson, Indiana Wing

T



conducted multiple searches. The radar plotting led to a

reservoir, but CAP crews could find no evidence the

plane had gone into the water. Williamson took over as

incident commander so his predecessor in that role, Col.

Mark Reeves, could take to the air as a mission pilot.

After a fruitless day of searching, Williamson said

CAP began its own investigation to determine whether

this was a case of a missing person or a missing airplane

— the organization’s usual search objective. Members

began by touching base with the police detective assigned

to the case.

That led them to the departure airfield. There, in talk-

ing to other pilots, they discovered Foy had not one but

two missing Yaks and not one but two hangars.

Pursuing these leads, they tracked down one of the

planes, which was in for maintenance at a facility south-

west of Fort Wayne. From there, they went to Foy’s

home, where they found the man’s third car; the other

two had been accounted for previously.

Out of leads, they returned to their home base and

called the state Department of Homeland Security to

report their findings so far. They also called the Air Force

Rescue Coordination Center to ask for permission to

pursue cell phone data.
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In this Boone County, Indiana, cornfield, the crashed

plane’s impact was so forceful that it dug a trench, which

the incident commander, Lt. Col. Darrel Williamson,

estimated as being at least 8 feet deep. “No one could have

survived that,” he said. Photo by Valparaiso ground team, Indiana Wing

Inset: Indiana pilot Glenn Foy had posted this photo of

himself at the controls of his Yak-52 on the Internet. A

Soviet trainer aircraft, the aerobatic trainer was originally

used by both civilian and military pilots and first flew in

1976. After the Soviet Union fell, many of these planes were

exported to the west.

“We had a hit in literally 10 minutes,” said

Williamson, who had dismissed ground teams not long

before but now found one to redirect to an area near

Elizaville. There they encountered Foy’s girlfriend in her

home. She was using an old phone of Foy’s, which they

asked her to shut down. That enabled the cell phone

forensics experts to get another cell phone hit — this one

from a phone Foy had subsequently purchased.

CAP’s National Radar Analysis and Cell Phone Foren-

sics teams provided information that led the CAP

ground teams to a search area about 1 a.m. They found

themselves in woods and in about an inch of water. It

was just too dark to see anything, but early the next

morning they were back at it.

Searchers were instructed to look for any anomaly in
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Maj. Richard Weichman, right,

conducts a live interview with a

television news reporter with Majs.

Joe Breniser and Dennis Fraser in

the background. All four major TV

affiliates in the Portland metro area

remained at the CAP command

center for the search’s duration. Photo

by Lt. Col. Tom Traver, Oregon Wing 

times by a CAP plane,” said Lt. Col. Ira Rosenberg, the

mission’s incident commander.

With the crash site determined, officials notified the

Linn County sheriff, who dispatched a ground team to

find the aircraft’s tail number. They were unable to dis-

cern it but did locate a serial number, which confirmed it

was the Piper they were seeking. The sheriff reported no

survivors and contacted the FAA.

This CAP search entailed 25 flights totaling almost 30

hours, five ground sorties and 25 members.

What’s in it for CAP?

“Searching for wreckage when there is little chance of

finding survivors is somber business,” Creed said. “As

volunteer members of CAP, we do this because finding

the crash and the persons involved helps provide their

family and friends some closure. We’re just citizens trying

to help other citizens.”

With CAP as the lead agency in both the Indiana and

Oregon searches, the organization was the subject of

much media coverage. More importantly, however,

Creed said, his wing’s mission “built new partnerships

with local agencies that we hadn’t worked with previ-

ously and helped enhance our relationship with the Indi-

ana DHS.”

Increased visibility means CAP is more likely to be

included in future searches and regarded by other search

and rescue agencies as a professional and reliable partner. �

the terrain, and within just minutes a cadet said, “Hey,

what’s that over there in the cornfield?”

And there it was. The plane had gone down in Indi-

ana’s Boone County, about 18 miles from its point of

departure. The impact had driven the aircraft several feet

into the ground. At first crews were unable to gain

access, but cadaver dogs on the scene indicated the likeli-

hood of a body in the wreckage.

In this search, the wing members became detectives as

well as search and rescue experts. “Our guys did a heck

of a job,” Creed said.

The Oregon search

Later in the month, it was the Oregon Wing mem-

bers’ turn to respond to a request from AFRCC to

launch a search for a small plane lost in their state. The

Piper had fallen off radar only 15 minutes into the flight.

In very rough and heavily treed terrain, CAP air and

ground searchers were unable to locate weak emergency

locator transmitter signals in the area and had to check

on what turned out to be false alarms. Even so, members

felt they had a good handle on where to look, thanks to

information provided throughout the search by CAP’s

National Radar Analysis Team.

The three-day search finally yielded results when the

Oregon Army National Guard assigned a UH-72 Lakota

helicopter to assist. “The helicopter was able to find the

wreckage in an area that had been searched at least six
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National Staff
College

By Jennifer S. Kornegay

FUTURE LEADERS RECEIVE COMMAND-LEVEL TRAINING AT

Agroup of dedicated Civil Air Patrol leaders journeyed from across the 

country to CAP National Headquarters at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama,

in May for the 2015 National Staff College. The weeklong professional devel-

opment event was intense but packed with beneficial learning opportunities

and well worth the trip and the work, said Lt. Col. Brenda Phillips, one of

nearly 70 participants.

“I actually took time off from two jobs to attend, but I was motivated to

go because attending NSC enhances my ability to give back,” Phillips said.

“CAP has done so much for me personally and for my career. The more 

I educate myself, the more I can give back to my community.”

The 19-year member of the Indiana Wing assumed the position of

Lafayette Composite Squadron commander just a few days after graduat-

ing from NSC, so the focus of this year’s small group practicum was 

especially appropriate.

“We were all tasked with identifying ways that we can better train and

retain squadron commanders,” Phillips said. “One thing we all agreed on was

the need for creating mentors and guidebooks for them. With me stepping in

as squadron commander, I will be working on this firsthand and figuring out

how I can make things better for my successor.” 

U.S. Army Col. Jayson Altieri, chairman

of CAP’s Board of Governors, delivers a

motivational message to National Staff

College participants. One of about a

dozen lecturers, Altieri talked about the

challenges ahead for the organization

and encouraged them to help lead the

way. Photos by Susan

Schneider, CAP National

Headquarters
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Phillips was joined by 68 leaders from 33 wings in all

eight CAP regions. The curriculum, designed to hone

their leadership, communications and executive manage-

ment skills, included seminar discussions, case studies and

exercises.

She also enjoyed the camaraderie with fellow CAP

leaders from other areas. “In my small group, we had

members from all four cardinal directions, including as far

north as Alaska,” she said. “The knowledge everyone

brought with them from their areas was incredibly valuable.”

Sharing stories and perspectives helped Phillips realize

that all CAP squadrons are in the same situation, with

the same issues, all working toward a common goal. “It

was great to be around others with more experience, as

they have already navigated through some of the chal-

lenges we all face,” she said.

Lt. Col. William Nick Ham, an Oregon Wing mem-

ber and Pacific Region deputy commander for seniors,

Lt. Cols. Brenda Phillips, third from left, of the Indiana Wing and William

Nick Ham, second from right, of the Pacific Region were members of

National Staff College’s Group 8, led by Lt. Col. Valerie Brown, center, of

the Southeast Region. The group photo was taken in front of the Cessna 

L-19A “Bird Dog” at CAP National Headquarters.

Three of the participants in the 2015 National Staff

College — Maj. David Shoemaker, right, of the

Oregon Wing; Maj. Dennis Gordon of the Nevada

Wing, center; and Lt. Col. Theresa Longley of the

Oregon Wing — listen intently during a session of

the weeklong professional development course.



agreed. “There were so many wonderful parts of NSC.

We had some outstanding lecturers and speakers that

really highlighted the core of our mission,” he said.

Ham, who has been active in Civil Air Patrol for 12

years, said he greatly benefited from being with other

CAP leaders. “It helped me understand that the things

we face in our wing in our state are not that different

from what others are facing,” he said.

The bond this knowledge created helped Ham and

others pinpoint what they need to do as leaders, as did

their small group sessions. “Our group really worked well

together, and we all honed in on what we need to do 

to better train our squadron commanders,” he said.

Messages by lecturers like U.S. Army Col. Jayson

Altieri, chairman of CAP’s Board of Governors, supported

the discussions and work done in the small groups.
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“CAP has done so much for me personally and for my career. The 

more I educate myself, the more I can give back to my community.” 

— Lt. Col. Brenda Phillips, Indiana Wing

The graduates of the 2015 National Staff College

and their instructors pose for a class photo at

Maxwell Air Force Base’s Air Park. The weeklong

professional development course drew participants

from 33 wings in all eight CAP regions.

“His presentation taught us that from a leadership

standpoint, we need to be honest with people and give

them the chance to fail in a protective environment so

they can learn. That was the major takeaway,” Ham said.

“Altieri made it clear where we are headed as an

organization and what we need to do to get there,”

Phillips added. “He was really motivational. Every 

aspect of NSC gave us the tools we all need to help 

further CAP’s mission.” �
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Cadets from the McGhee-Tyson

Composite Squadron collect tree

debris from the yard of a Fentress

County homeowner outside

Jamestown, Tennessee. Photo by 

Capt. Andrew Oppmann, Tennessee Wing

Civil Air Patrol aids six counties 

during TEMA assignment

Following a severe ice storm in mid-February that

prompted both state and national emergency decla-

rations, the Tennessee Wing stepped in to provide much-

needed disaster relief.

More than 50 members from the wing provided

1,000 volunteer hours during the equivalent of more 

than 150 volunteer days as part of “Operation Valentine

Freeze” — the Tennessee Emergency Management

Agency’s multi-agency response to the storm.

Members’ work concluded with crews cleaning up

debris in Fentress County, one of six counties assisted 

by the wing. Crews had earlier removed debris in 

Cumberland, Overton, Morgan, Putnam and White

counties. Members also transported critical supplies in

hazardous conditions and flew reconnaissance flights

over affected areas.

“What CAP has done is greatly appreciated, and we

are so thankful for your support and assistance to the 

citizens of Tennessee and to TEMA,” David Sledge,

TEMA’s emergency service coordinator, told wing leaders.

The storm caused more than 30 weather-related fatali-

ties and prompted Tennessee Gov. Bill Haslam to declare

a Level II-State of Emergency for only the seventh time

in TEMA’s history. President Barack Obama signed a

Presidential Disaster Declaration covering 35 counties

affected by the winter weather.

By Capt. Andrew Oppmann

Operation Valentine
Freeze Relief Mission

Tennessee Wing

volunteers more

than 1,000

hours during 
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“When an opportunity

arises to assist our

neighbors and our

state, we jump at the

chance.” — MAJ. ROB

BORSARI, TENNESSEE

WING VICE COMMANDER

“I want to thank all of our CAP members who have par-

ticipated in this very important mission,” said Tennessee

Wing Commander Col. Arlinda Bailey. “Having worked sim-

ilar missions in the past, I am very familiar with the positive

impact that our work can have on effected communities.”

CAP’s initial mission was with the Tennessee Department

of Transportation, with crews helping clear downed trees

from public roads. Crews later pivoted to debris removal 

and clearance.

“There are many people who directly or indirectly have

benefited from CAP’s generous assistance to emergency crews

and TEMA planning in the wake of this winter storm,” said

Col. John L. Carnduff, a U.S. Air Force liaison officer 

to CAP.

Wing members worked side-by-side with several state

agencies, state and local emergency management agency 

officials, Team Rubicon and the Tennessee chapter of 

Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster.

Maj. Rob Borsari, the wing’s vice commander, praised his

fellow members’ work: “When an opportunity arises to assist

our neighbors and our state, we jump at the chance.” �

Maj. Rob Borsari, center,

Tennessee Wing vice

commander, briefs senior

members before they leave

for relief assignments in

Fentress County. Photo by Capt.

Andrew Oppmann, Tennessee Wing



2015 
Civil Air Patrol
National 
Conference
August 27–29, 2015

Walt Disney World Swan 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

• Command Council and Opening 

Reception — Thursday, August 27  

• General Assembly and Learning Labs

— Friday, August 28

• CAP Annual Awards Program, 

Learning Labs, Cadet Day and CAP

Banquet — Saturday, August 29

PLUS, two days (Aug. 25–26) are 

set aside for additional professional

development opportunities at the 

Pre-Conference Workshops. Workshops

include the Public Affairs Officer 

Academy, Cessna G-1000 Ground

School, GIIEP course and more.  

With all the family-friendly activities

available in Orlando, you will want 

to plan on coming early or staying 

later. For details about everything

Orlando has to offer, visit 

www.visitorlando.com

Check out the Walt Disney World Swan

at www.swandolphin.com/home.html

To register go to 
capmembers.com

and click on Conference 

Registration icon



In June, Civil Air Patrol’s Cyber Defense Training

Academy held its second annual Cyberspace Famil-

iarization Course in San Antonio as an introduction

for cadets into cyberspace operations conducted by the

U.S. Air Force.

“With the increase of cyber-related crimes over the

past two decades, it has become abundantly clear that we

need to educate our youth on how to prevent them and

their loved ones from being a victim,” said Maj. Jacob

Stauffer, National Cadet Cyber Program coordinator 

and director of the Cyber Defense Training Academy.

During the seven-day course, cadets were briefed by

members from units with the 24th Air Force on their

role as “cyberspace operators.” They were introduced to

defensive cyberspace operations, including networks and

operating systems, workstation and server fundamentals

and how to secure and mitigate threats.

The course also helps prepare participants for the Air

Force Association’s annual CyberPatriot cyber defense

competition, which puts teams of high school and mid-

dle school students in the position of newly hired infor-

mation technology professionals tasked with managing

the network of a small corporation. During the competi-

tion, cadets are tasked with preventing security breaches

on a network of workstations.

“Our goal is to not only prepare cadets to effectively

participate in competitions like this, but also to usher 

in a new era of cyber-warriors to defend critical infra-

structure and help educate others down the line,” 

Stauffer said.
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Evolution of the Idea

Stauffer, a 17-year CAP member who has taught

CyberPatrol courses for four years, founded the Cyber

Defense Training Academy to serve as an academic

resource designed to educate cadets in the field of Defen-

sive Cyber Operations.

“CAP has been an active participant in CyberPatriot

since its inception and has even won two national cham-

pionships,” said Stauffer who hopes to see cadet teams

perform even more strongly in the future. 

In the spring of 2014, Stauffer approached Lt. Gen.

Cadet 2nd Lt. Honorette Remling of the Pennsylvania Wing

watches Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Alexander Vassios work 

a problem during the inaugural Cyberspace Familiarization

Course at Joint Base San Antonio-Lackland. In the

background, Cyber Defense Training Academy director

Maj. Jacob Stauffer, right, converses with Lt. Col. Joy

Kaczor, commander of the 33rd Network Warfare Squadron

at the base, as other CFC staffers look on.

CAP Educates Cadets about 

Cyber        Defense
Cyberspace Familiarization Course Now 
Annual Cadet Activity

By Mitzi Palmer



Advanced Course, which included courses on cryptogra-

phy, Web technology security, the setup and security of

Cisco-based networks, intrusion detection systems and

basic mission planning.

Educating Cadets

Cadet Capt. William Paine, 17, of the Texas Wing

attended the inaugural course in 2014. He said he recog-

nized the need for an overarching training program like

this one in CAP and wanted to be a part of it.

“I learned a great many things over the week, includ-

ing operation system basics, vulnerability assessments and

intrusion prevention. I know it’s important to teach

cadets how to become the new generation of defensive

cyber operators.”

In addition to the traditional course work, because

Paine was a cadet staff member he had the opportunity to

sit with an Air Force weapons officer and go through a

strategic planning class.

“As proven by events like the Sony and Anthem hacks,

cybersecurity is a highly necessary field that can only

become more relevant,” he said. “This course is doing its

part to prepare CAP cadets to step up to the role of

defensive cyber operators.” �

Kevin McLaughlin — at that

time the commander of 

the 24th Air Force — and

expressed his desire to enhance

cyber-defense education and

training for CAP. Shortly 

thereafter, with funding help

from the Alamo Chapter of 

the Armed Forces Communi-

cations and Electronics 

Association, the Cyber 

Defense Training Academy 

was founded; the inaugural

Cyberspace Familiarization

Course followed that summer. In its inaugural year, the

event received National Cadet Special Activity credit as

part of CAP National Headquarters’ National Cadet

Cyber Program.

Two assistants — Lt. Col. Bill Sydow of the Virginia

Wing and Maj. Jonathan Lartigue of the Georgia Wing

— are helping Stauffer build the program.

This year, the course grew from 38 cadets and eight

senior members in 2014 to 51 cadets and 10 senior 

members. It also featured a new offering, the Cyberspace

The 38 graduates of the

inaugural Civil Air Patrol

Cyberspace Familiariza-

tion Course, along with

their instructors, pose 

for a photo outside the

Integrated Cyberspace

Defense Center at Joint

Base San Antonio-

Lackland. Fifty-one CAP

cadets made up this 

year’s CFC class.
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To learn more about what Civil Air Patrol offers in cyber-security education, go to www.CyberDefenseTrainingAcademy.org.
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National 
Runner-Up
Finish
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SOUTH DAKOTA

TEAM’S FOURTH

STRAIGHT

CYBERPATRIOT

FINALIST

APPEARANCE NETS

By Dan Bailey

South Dakota Wing Competes for National Trophy

The South Dakota Wing’s Big Sioux Composite Squadron team, clockwise 

from left, Cadet 2nd Lt. Laura Rundik, Cadet Chief Master Sgt. Jaden Petersen,

Cadet 2nd Lt. Chris Dinnel and Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Nathaniel J. Fleet

finished as national runner-up in 2015 CyberPatriot competition.
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team’s captain this year and is the

only cadet to make all four trips to

the national finals, cited  “the hard

work and effort put in by our team

members” as making the difference

year after year.

“Some of our team members were

putting in up to 10 hours a week,

with even more time spent prepar-

ing for rounds during competition

weeks," Klosterman said. “That,

combined with the team cohesion

and camaraderie, made a world 

of difference.”

The competition overall “is very

challenging, especially the national

finals,” he said. “However, it’s very

easy to get started on and to start

learning. Several of our team mem-

bers had little computer knowledge

when they started, but they were

willing to give it a chance and learn

new things.”

The experience has paid off in

more ways than one, the cadet said.

“I know that at least three of our

team members from the past few

years are going into cybersecurity

fields, with the remaining cadets

The South Dakota Wing’s Big

Sioux Composite Squadron

team finished as runner-up in the

Air Force Association’s seventh

annual CyberPatriot National Youth

Cyber Defense Competition.

The team competed in the All

Service Division national finals for

the fourth straight year at the Gay-

lord National Hotel and Conven-

tion Center in National Harbor,

Maryland. The Colorado Springs

Cadet Squadron team also made the

national finals, as did the Iowa

Wing’s Cedar Rapids Composite

Squadron. They competed with teams

from the U.S. Air Force, Army and

Marine Junior ROTC programs and

Naval Sea Cadet Corps.

First place in the All Service Divi-

sion went to the Marine Junior

ROTC entry from Montaschusett

Regional Technical School in Fitch-

burg, Massachusetts. A team from

Grissom High School in Huntsville,

Alabama, won the Open Division

composed of high school teams. The

national champion in the Middle

School Division hailed from Nysmith

School for the Gifted in Herndon,

Virginia.

Coached by Capt. Shannon Hofer,

the unit’s commander as well as the

South Dakota Wing’s director of

information technology and web

security administrator, the Big Sioux

team consisted of Cadet Lt. Col. Josh

Klosterman, Cadet 2nd Lts. Chris

Dinnel and Laura Rudnik, Cadet

Chief Master Sgt. Jaden Petersen and

Cadet Senior Master Sgt. Nathaniel

J. Fleet.

Klosterman, who served as the

The South Dakota Wing’s 

Big Sioux Composite 

Squadron Team 

The South Dakota Wing’s Big 

Sioux Composite Squadron team —

from left, Cadet Chief Master Sgt.

Jaden Petersen, Cadet 2nd Lt.

Laura Rundik, Cadet Lt. Col. Josh

Klosterman, Cadet Senior Master

Sgt. Nathaniel J. Fleet and Cadet

2nd Lt. Chris Dinnel — placed

second nationally in the 2015

CyberPariot compeittion.

Klosterman was team captain.



going into the military, aerospace or computer science.”

CAP’s cadets have taken home other national honors

in CyberPatriot competition over the years.  The Col-

orado Springs Cadet Squadron team finished in first

place in 2012, and a CAP team composed of cadets from

three Florida Wing units took the overall title in 2011.

Klosterman and fellow cadets from the Big Sioux team

placed first in the Cyber Forensics category in 2012 and

topped the field in the Cisco Networking competition in

2013. Last year, the California Wing’s Beach Cities Cadet

Squadron 107 team captured the inaugural Middle

School Division crown.

In all, 28 teams — 13 from the All Service Division,

12 from the Open Division and three from the Middle

School Division — advanced through extremely compet-

itive online qualifying rounds to reach this year’s finals.

They represented schools and other organizations from

Alabama, California, Colorado, Florida, Iowa, Louisiana,

Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, New

Mexico, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, Virginia, 

and Manitoba, Canada.

CyberPatriot VII began in October with more than

2,100 teams made up of from two to six students regis-

tered from all 50 states, Canada and Department of

Defense dependent schools in Europe and the Pacific.

After two months of rigorous online challenges, the Open

Division and All Service Division teams were divided into

three tiers: Platinum, Gold and Silver.

The teams continued to compete within their tiers for

state awards and advancement to the regional/category

round, but only teams in the top Platinum tier were eligi-

ble to advance to national finals competition from the

regional/category round in January.

Teams competed to defend virtual networks and mobile

devices from a professional aggressor team. The national

finalists also faced off in four additional competition com-

ponents: the Digital Cyber Crime Scene Challenge from

the Digital Forensic Consortium, the Cisco Networking

Challenge, the Leidos Digital Forensics Challenge and a

Mobile Application Challenge hosted by AT&T. �
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The Iowa Wing's Cedar Rapids 

Composite Squadron Team

The Iowa Wing’s Cedar Rapids Composite

Squadron team — from left, Cadet Airman Elijah

Barker, Cadet Senior Airman Charity Barker and

Tech. Sgt. Andrew Szewc — gave CAP three teams

in the national finals. Photo by 2nd Lt. Lorena Madden, Iowa Wing

The Colorado Springs Cadet Squadron Team

Right, the Colorado Springs Cadet Squadron team, from left,

Cadet Master Sgt. Noah Bowe, Cadet Capt. Carlin Idle,

Cadet Master Sgt. Victor Griswold and Cadet 2nd Lt. Taylor

Coffey, are ready to compete in the Master Challenge. 

Photo by Maj. Bill Blatchley, Colorado Wing
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Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award

Highest award for cadets, presented
to those who complete all phases of
the CAP Cadet Program and the
Spaatz award examination. (Only 
about one-half of 1 percent of CAP
cadets achieve this award.) The
cadets listed below received their
awards in February, March and April.

Carlos D. Cortesi FL
Robert G. Mallinak GA
Noah J. Schuetz IA
Nathan J. Hoffman MN
Christopher J. Pineda NE
Lacee Basile WA
David E. Feig WI
Nathan A. Worley WV
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Gill Robb Wilson Award Gen. Ira C. Eaker Award

Second-highest award for cadets,
presented to those who complete all
Phase IV requirements of the CAP
Cadet Program. The cadets listed
below received their awards in
February, March and April.

Ava N. Michl AL
Spencer C. French CA
Robinson J. Hess CA
Joshua P. Kisbye CA
Rhett L. Spongberg CA
Deyton Talley CA
Brendan S. Schultz CT
Christopher W. Boughton FL
Ben T. Voll FL
Jacob R. Watford FL
Robert G. Mallinak GA
Morgan E. Edwards MD
Amy M. Moorman MI
Michael R. Durant MO
Jake P. Trotter NC
Tommy D. B. Willis NC
Christopher M. Cashman NH
John C. Glidden III NJ
Molly M. Whissel NV
Clayton G. Hanson NY
Thomas J. Bailey OH
Andrew R. Campbell OH
Isaac M. McDermott OH
Nicholas A. Cavacini PA
Michelle M. Mercado PR
Joshua L. Klosterman SD
Henry R. Malinowski TX
Kara R. McRorey TX
Nathan A. Paine TX
Kellin R. Tompkins TX
Jonathan D. Gizinski WA

Highest award for senior members,
presented to those who complete 
Level V of the Civil Air Patrol Senior
Member Training Program. (Only 
about 5 percent of CAP senior
members achieve this award.) The
senior members listed below received
their awards in February, March 
and April.

Lt. Col. Geneva M. Jones AR
Maj. Roger D. Malagutti CT
Lt. Col. Norman D. Kaplan FL
Lt. Col. Travis D. Pope FL
Lt. Col. Paul T. Rappmundt LA
Lt. Col. Stephen M. Aubuchon MO
Maj. Leonard G. Hale MO
Lt. Col. James C. Hyde NHQ
Maj. J. Andrew Boyer TN
Maj. Fred Clayton Wilkins VA

Paul E. Garber Award

Second-highest award for senior
members, presented to those who 
complete Level IV of the CAP Senior
Member Training Program. The senior
members listed below received their
awards in February, March and April. 

Maj. Robert E. Jeffries AR
Capt. David A. Girolami AZ
Maj. Brian J. Bauer CA
Lt. Col. Anthony Hamill CA
Maj. Scott W. Jewell CA
Maj. Neil Kuykendall CA
Maj. Elsie K. Lam CA
Capt. Craig E. Newton CA
Maj. Jeffrey W. Rogers CO
Capt. William B. Manley DE
Lt. Col. Eric R. Duron FL
Maj. Cory A. Hewitt FL
Lt. Col. Suzanne A. Littlefield GA
Maj. Donald B. McKeon GA
Lt. Col. Christopher H. Savage GA
Lt. Col. Christopher J. Nester GLR
Lt. Col. Patrick A. Collins HI
Maj. Stephen C. Gara IA
Maj. Bret J. Lortie IL
Maj. Robert W. Freese IN
Maj. Patricia A. Crockett KS
Maj. Theodore G. Seaman KY
Capt. Brian C. Freeman MA
Maj. Jay A. Sliwinski MN
Maj. Joel M. Stepanek MN
Capt. Bobby W. Redfield MO
Maj. David S. Newman NC
Lt. Col. James H. Van Buskirk NC
Maj. Jonathan A. Holder NCR
Maj. Alan S. Frazier ND
Capt. Justin T. McDowell ND
Maj. Zoe L. Falls NE
Maj. John J. Paul NER
Maj. Robert A. Karsten NH
Maj. Dana W. Moss NH
Maj. Joseph A. Adamo NJ

Maj. Tom Woods NJ
Maj. Jude M. Flores NM
Capt. James R. Spear NV
Capt. Robert R. Doviken NY
Capt. Jenny S. Gracia NY
Maj. Walter L. Distelzweig OH
Maj. Donald J. Wade OH
Maj. Don Jose F. Aubertine OK
Capt. Robert P. Gennrich OR
Maj. W. Randall Ireson OR
Capt. Bradley J. Naas OR
Lt. Col. Dennis F. Wyza OR
Maj. Suzanne M. McBride PA
Maj. Billy J. Geier SC
Lt. Col. James H. Harris SC
1st Lt. Michael C. May TN
Lt. Col. Richard E. Bingham TX
Lt. Col. Jimmie D. Draper TX
Maj. Grady W. Harbour TX
Maj. Jason J. McDonald TX
Lt. Col. Robert M. Smith TX
Maj. Jacob D. Stauffer TX
Maj. Sandra L. Feliciano WV






